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Abstract
Because traffic is predominantly formed by communication between users or between
users and servers which communicate with users, network traffic inherently exhibits
social networking behaviour. In this thesis the extent of interaction between enti-
ties – as identified by their IP addresses – is extracted from massive anonymized
Internet trace datasets obtained from the Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis
(CAIDA) and analysed in a multiplicity of ways. A key discovery is that the Pareto
principle applies to all the key features which have been identified: sources of traf-
fic, destinations of traffic, traffic flows themselves, and also to the abstract sources,
destinations, and flows which are identified by spectral analysis of traffic matrices.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on traffic analysis emphasising social network be-
haviour, and also the literature on methods for managing Quality of Service in the
Internet. In Chapter 3, we infer the behaviour of social networks from O–D pair
traffic by using two groups of analysis methods. The first group of methods is based
on frequency analysis. The frequency analysis of origin, destination and O-D Pair
statistics are found to exhibit heavy tailed behaviour. The second method is a slightly
different characterization of social behaviour.
In Chapter 4, traffic matrices are first decomposed into mean and variation about the
mean. The mean traffic matrix is then analysed by singular value decomposition. The
variation about the mean is analysed separately in two different ways. First, assuming
ii
that traffic associated with one O-D pair is uncorrelated with traffic of any other O–D
pair, the variation is analysed by singular value decomposition. Secondly, dispensing
with the O–D-traffic independence assumption, the covariance matrix of O–D traffic
is analysed by singular value decomposition. It is discovered that in all three cases,
the Pareto principal, that a small proportion of eigenvalues explains a high proportion
of the matrices, is found to be true. The significance of the covariance eigenflows
was tested by simulating a network with independently distributed O-D traffics of
on-off type, with Pareto distributed on and off periods. The simulation confirmed
the significance of the covariance eigenflows. A new software system comprising more
than 7,000 lines of C++ code for analysis of very large pcap trace files, called Antraff,
has been developed to carry out all the analysis procedures in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 5, the understanding of the social–network behaviour exhibited by traf-
fic is applied to design traffic control procedures which have highly significant ad-
vantages for maintaining QoS in the Internet. An architecture for protecting QoS
is introduced, based on the understanding of social behaviour exhibited by traffic.
Whereas DiffServ enables different treatment to be given to different traffic types, in
this architecture, known as DefServ, different treatment is given on the basis of the
traffic situation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Both the traffic and the technology of networks is dramatically different from the
past. As the technology expands the power and flexibility of our communication
pathways, the ways in which networks are used adapts and even begins to suggest
different pathways for future evolution.
In recent years, the use of Internet applications and the variety of these applications
has grown enormously. According to (Cisco 2017), in 2016 the Internet traffic has
reached up to 10 GB per capita, and in 2021 it will reach 30 GB per capita. In 2016,
global IP traffic was 1.2 ZB per year and it will be about 3.3 ZB per year in 2021.
Also, the volume of the entire Internet traffic will increase to 127 times between
2005-2021 (Cisco 2017). For this reason, it is recognised that we need to collect and
analyse the Internet traffic which is obtained, in this thesis, from the the Center for
Applied Internet Data Analysis (The CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet Traces
2016).
Analysing and understanding Internet traffic is perceived by some researchers as
crucial for understanding the performance experienced by Internet users. Further-
1.1 Social Networks 2
more, it is clear that traffic must logically be viewed as both the reflection of, and
a critical insight into the social network formed by Internet users and its services.
Furthermore, the huge amount of information which is passing through the Internet
networks makes this task very difficult. The Internet is moving from providing only
best effort services to classifying traffic to support different Quality of Service (QoS)
for different flows.
Attempting to improve and refine management of operational performance of the
Internet can be undertaken on a more scientifically sound basis, and with greater
confidence of success, if we have a well understood approach for analysing network
traffic, or, even better, a model of network traffic which can be relied on to explain
it.
1.1 Social Networks
Concepts from the theory of social networks have been used in many fields; kinship
structure, social mobility and science citation (Scott 1988), epidemiology (Krieger
2001) and (Berkman & Kawachi 2014), politics (Perliger & Pedahzur 2011), eco-
nomics geography (Ter Wal & Boschma 2009), education (Martınez et al. 2003), psy-
chology (Pinquart & So¨rensen 2000), information sciences (Otte & Rousseau 2002),
communication technology (Daly & Haahr 2009) and many other fields. According
to (Scott 2017), social network theory provides a powerful model for social structure.
The author also claimed that a much broader meaning of social network has been
used over an extended period in sociology.
A variety of methods have been suggested to examine and interpret the relationships
of the participants of a community or group into a system and this is what has been
called social network analysis (Scott 2017). In (Serrat 2017), social network analysis
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attempts to understand the members of the networks and the relationships between
them. Social network analysis assumes that the relationships of the members are
important in terms of understanding the behaviour of the participants, i.e. who
knows whom, and who shares what information and knowledge with whom by what
communication media. Research into social networks preceded and informed the
development of Internet applications such as facebook, twitter, linkedIn, Research-
Gate, Academia, SnapChat, and Instagram. Also, apps such as skype, WhatsApp,
Facetime, Google Duo, and WeeChat which are primarily designed to provide point-
to-point or group communication make use of the social network framework to present
functionality in a more convenient form. These products are now so pervasive that
the term “social network” is often conflated with using these applications. Indeed,
social-networking applications are sufficiently important now that research into their
history, development, and use is a field of study in its own right.
The IP address may not correspond to a person, and might actually correspond to
many persons. Observe that, in a sense, this is an aspect of the statistical model,
and hence modeling the statistics of O-D pairs is valid without further analysis.
Alternatively, additional features of Internet traffic, e.g. ports, could be included in
the analysis, however, this is beyond the scope of this research.
In this thesis, however, the concept of social network refers to the underlying rela-
tionships between people as evidenced by the volume and statistics of traffic between
them. Whereas usually in social network analysis, the relationships are modeled by
the links in the network, in this work, the relationships are modeled and measured
by the traffic between members. The study of traffic in networks began decades be-
fore social network theory began (ITC 2018). This conference was founded in 1955
and it has established a multi-decade tradition as the primary forum for presenting
and discussing the latest technical advances in the broad areas of teletraffic models,
network systems, and measurements. The paper (Kruithof 1937) suggested the dou-
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ble factors method, for estimation of point–to–point traffic demands in a telephone
network based on a prior traffic matrix and measurements of incoming and outgoing
traffic.
An established way to study social networks is by modelling the structure of their
communication networks (Newman et al. 2002). A communication network is usually
understood to be made up of two distinct types of components: nodes (or vertices),
and links (or edges). Thus, the term network seems to be synonymous, at its core,
with the mathematical concept of a graph (Vie´gas & Donath 2004). In the theory
of graphs, the two key types of object are known as vertices and edges. According
to (Foulds 2012), graph theory has an extensive literature, and many applications,
of its own. The key distinguishing feature of networks from graphs is probably the
fact that we assume, generally, that networks are used by their nodes to provide
end-to-end communication (or some activity like communication, e.g. the passing of
an infection). In communication networks, the activity which takes place, to use a
network for communication, is known as traffic.
Social network theory in a simplistic sense is an application of the theory of commu-
nication networks to social groups. The theory of social networks has now developed
sufficiently that its techniques can be usefully applied to communication networks
(from where the first of its techniques were derived). However, in this process of
applying social network theory to its original source, in the field of communication
networks, it is important not to neglect the dual structure of communication net-
works as comprising nodes, links, and traffic (Wasserman & Faust 1994) and (Knoke
& Yang 2008).
Although operators have access to traffic data from within their own networks, shar-
ing this traffic data is rare, because of privacy and commercial considerations. Large
quantities of traffic data from public networks has, however, been collected and is
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publicly available (The CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet Traces 2016). Analysis
of this data, and its implications, are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. In this thesis we
study the behaviour of social network traffic by analysing massive datasets of Inter-
net traffic obtained from CAIDA using a new software package (Addie R. G. 2018),
which undertakes statistical analysis of traffic data in a variety of ways. Although
network traffic has been studied extensively, looking at traffic as representation of
the behaviour of the whole network, rather than as a representation of the behaviour
of one link has rarely been considered.
1.2 The Pareto Principle
According to (Dunford et al. 2014), more than a hundred years ago the Italian
economist and sociologist Vilfredo Pareto discovered the principle that 20% of the
population owned 80% of the property in Italy. After that, Pareto created a mathe-
matical formula to describe the unequal distribution of wealth in his country, which
is known as the Pareto distribution.
The Pareto principle arises in human behaviour in many disciplines; business to
improve productivity and make better decisions (Chen et al. 2001), health (Gibbard
1982), education (Chang 2000), psychology (Thibaut 2017) and (Tajfel 1982), politics
(Marshall 2016) and many other areas.
The Pareto principle was first used in traffic models in (Likhanov et al. 1995). Re-
search into the mathematical analysis of such traffic models was very active subse-
quently (Lenas et al. 2018), (Dixit et al. 2015), (Wang et al. 2016) and (Alakiri et al.
2014). Although the details of the models varied, the primary interest was always to
predict the performance experienced on a link.
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The Pareto principle for characterising traffic emerged in the study of measurements
of traffic on a link in (Crovella & Bestavros 1997) and later measurements confirmed
the existence of Pareto distributed flows in measurements of link traffic (Johannes
et al. 1998), (Jaiswal et al. 2015), (Cao et al. 2003) and (Albdair et al. 2016). In
(Zukerman et al. 2003), the Poisson Pareto burst process (PPBP) was suggested and
examined as a model for Internet traffic. This model was predictable for the future
multiplexing and link efficiency levels. The measurements of traffic on the links of a
network is formulated and discussed under Poisson assumptions in (Vardi 1996).
The Pareto distribution is a special type of power law. The function which takes the
form of a power law (e.g. x−γ) for all positive values of x cannot represent either a
probability density, or a probability distribution because it is not a density or a distri-
bution for any positive value of γ. However, a small change to such a function, in the
region near zero, will allow it to be normalised, and then to represent a density. Both
the Pareto and the Lomax distributions take this form. The density of the Pareto
distribution if zero in an interval from zero up to some positive number, e.g. δ, which
is typically quite small. The Lomax distribution also adopts a minor adjustment near
the origin. Another characterization of systems with Pareto distributed features is
that they exhibit self-similarity (Ghani & Iradat 2011), or asymptotic self-similarity.
They argue that the Pareto distribution has been shown to be useful for modeling
VoIP, IP and Ethernet amongst other applications. According to (Fayoumi 2011),
the Pareto distribution, as shown in many empirical studies, provides a good fit for
a number of important characteristics of communication networks traffic. According
to (Jaiswal et al. 2015), data communication of packets follows heavy tailed distri-
butions in the Internet network. The authors of this paper examined characteristics
of IPv6 and IPv4 traffic obtained from MAWI working group traffic archive.
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1.3 Modelling whole network traffic
There are two kind of network traffic models; traffic measured on a single link and
methods that apply to traffic measured simultaneously on all links of a network. A
model of Web traffic, for example, that attempts to capture the major aspects of the
traffic has been presented in (Choi & Limb 1999). In (Xu et al. 2011), bipartite graphs
and one-mode projection graphs have been used for modeling data communication
in network traffic. In (Sole´ & Valverde 2001) different Internet traces have been
examined based on Poisson assumption, the authors found that the traffic seems to
take on a significantly non-stationary form of behaviour.
The behaviour of Internet traffic must be correctly understood in order to design
robust computer networks and network services with better quality (Jaiswal et al.
2015). A whole network traffic model will enable us to see a clear picture for the
behaviour of traffic which is statistically sound. Whole network traffic analysis is
difficult because the number of origins, destinations, and origin-destination pairs
which arise may be so large that naive methods of analysis may fail, or the time taken
to produce a result may take too long (Susitaival et al. 2006). In some cases there
may be more than 1 million distinct sources, destinations, or O-D pairs referenced
in a sample. On the other hand, in our analysis it may be necessary to identify
correlations between different origins, or destinations, or O-D pairs, which will not
be possible without some carefully designed algorithms.
To gain a better understanding of whole-of-network traffic it is useful to focus on
origin-destination flows (O-D flows) (Lakhina, Crovella & Diot 2004a). We need
to compare and contrast different origins, different destinations, and different O-
D flows. This analysis needs to be statistical in its framework, and if possible we
would like to identify the key statistical features which explain network behaviour
in terms of origins, destinations, and O-D flows. Traffic traces captured in an access
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network will, obviously, provide information mainly about the nodes in this part of
the network, and the flows to and from those nodes. Traces from links in the core
network, however, will provide information about a large proportion of the activity
in the network. A relatively small proportion of core networks links can be expected
to cover a large proportion of flows and nodes in the whole network. Furthermore,
the statistical features observed in even one core network link can be expected to
quite similar, whichever core link is used to collect the trace.
The traffic trace from one core link will, as we shall see in Chapters 3 and 4, reveal
the presence of large flows. These large flows will, however, not necessarily cause
congestion on the link where the observations take place. This is because, although
most large flows will cause congestion somewhere in the network, the location of the
congestion will vary from case to case. In general, it is much more likely that the
congestion will occur in some part of the access network. Thus, the critical infor-
mation from a core network traffic trace is likely to convey important information,
which is relevant to the traffic management which needs to take place in a variety of
locations in the network.
In this thesis, the Pareto principle has been observed in the traces of Internet traffic
in multiple ways – in sources, destinations, and O-D pairs, as well as in a more
statistical sense when spectral analysis of traffic matrices is undertaken – as found
in Chapters 3 and 4. The fact that Pareto behaviour, which has been observed by
researchers in almost every field where human behaviour is a consideration, appears
in such a diverse and intrinsic way suggests strongly that the Pareto behaviour in
Internet traffic is not an artifact, but reflects the needs and patterns of behaviour of
Internet users. The consequences of this observation are far-reaching. In particular,
it suggests strongly that the Pareto feature of Internet traffic is likely to remain
important for a considerable period of time, even as applications emerge, rise in
importance, and are then replaced by new applications.
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1.4 Improving Service
As the Internet becomes more important in society, it becomes more important to
understand network traffic behaviour and provide sufficient QoS (Xu et al. 2011). As
the number of users increases, also the rate of usage of each user increases, the range
of different types of use of each user increases, and new types of use emerge. As com-
munication through the Internet becomes more important in the way we work and
live, the requirement to achieve satisfactory quality of service (QoS) becomes crucial.
Several large–scale evaluations on real–world web services have been conducted to
investigate QoS (Zheng et al. 2014).
The conflicting requirements of mice and elephant flows should be considered (Ab-
delmoniem & Bensaou 2015). They proposed the Receiver window queue mechanism
(RWNDQ) to feed back queue occupancy levels to TCP senders. Providing bet-
ter performance for Internet traffic, especially for traffic formed of short–lived flows
‘mice’, based on the behaviour of traffic is important (Li 2005). According to (Guo
& Matta 2001), the performance of short flows ‘mice’ which is the majority of TCP
flows is particularly important.
In the design of Internet architectures, the modelling of Internet traffic is represented
as a critical task. Many studies have focused on modelling source traffic related to
specific application-level protocols, for the purpose of conducting realistic network
traffic simulation experiments (Chen 2007). In this thesis, in Chapter 5, we will
design and test a new method to improve the quality of service called Defensive Ser-
vices ‘Defserv’. This method is based on a new mice and elephants queue discipline
(MAE).
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1.5 Philosophy and aims of this thesis
Estimation of social network behaviour from traffic is a highly complex undertaking
with potential implications for a wide range of research topics, such as Internet
traffic architecture, routing policies or link dimensioning. In this thesis we narrow
the scope of our work to the estimation and application of social network behaviour
from network traffic traces. The implications of the behaviour discovered in this way
are then investigated in Chapter 5.
1.6 Contributions
This thesis makes the following main contributions:
• Identification of new statistics features reflecting underlying social network
behaviour from large traffic traces, more specifically:
– A probability model of Source activity;
– A probability model of Destination activity;
– A probability model of O–D pair activity.
• Introduction of a new three-stage spectral analysis of traffic matrices, first de-
composed into mean, variance and covariance matrices, which are then further
analysed by singular value decomposition.
• Discovery of evidence of correlation of flows, by comparison of spectral analysis
of covariance vs spectral analysis of variance matrices. Presence of correlation
of flows is then further tested by comparison with simulations in which corre-
lation is not present.
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• Identification of Pareto behaviour of Source traffic, of Destination traffic, and
of O-D pair traffic. This analysis was carried out at a time-scale of seconds and
milliseconds, as appropriate for a model seeking to investigate how to manage
delay performance.
• Estimation of the Pareto shape parameters of the eigenflows (or eigensources
or eigendestinations).
• Development of simulations of traffic with Pareto flow sizes and estimation of
the throughput vs flowsize response, from these simulations.
• Introduction of DefServ architecture as an alternative to DiffServ, based on
responding to traffic status, rather than based on pre-existing statically defined
classes of traffic.
• Development of a new queue-discipline (MAE) in the ns-3 software.
• Introduction of a new way to analyse and display queueing performance (plots
of flow-size vs net throughput, for flows, with least-squares fitted linear trend).
• Comparison of a traffic control strategy based on the Pareto character of un-
derlying traffic and demonstration of its performance advantages relative to
DiffServ and Droptail.
• Use of the Pareto shape parameter estimated from traffic traces to estimate
the frequency with which overload events will normally occur.
• Observation and checking that the Pareto behaviour of traffic implies that the
operation of the new traffic control strategy should be robust and efficient (since
the only requirement is to detect elephants, which are statistically robust to
observe).
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1.7 Organization of the thesis
This thesis consists of six chapters, with the current chapter presenting an introduc-
tion to the thesis. The remaining chapters of the thesis are structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 summarizes the related work in the social network traffic modeling
and quality of services enhancement. Techniques used in the analysis of network
traffic collected from are discussed along with their challenges and limitations.
A detailed review of different techniques used in building the Internet traffic
models is also provided in this chapter.
• Chapter 3 identifies and estimates the first-order characteristics (particularly
the byte-frequencies per source, per destination, and per O-D pair) of the
underlying social network from the Internet trace datasets obtained from the
Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA). The frequency statistics
of origin, destination and O-D Pairs exhibits heavy tailed behaviour (the Pareto
principle). The Pareto shape parameters for these separate cases are estimated.
• Chapter 4 undertakes spectral analysis of traffic matrices estimated from the
CAIDA traces. Traffic matrices of three different types are considered: mean,
variance, and covariance matrices. A discrepancy between the eigenvalues
found in the singular-value decomposition of the covariance matrix from those
found in the mean and variance matrices suggests the existence of correlations
between O-D flows. Simulation experiments are conducted to confirm the hy-
pothesis that O-D flows are correlated.
• Chapter 5 a new approach to protect quality of service which uses the Diff-
serv architecture, but which concentrates on defense rather than protection of
quality of service will be defined, analysed and compared.
• Finally conclusions and future research directions are provided in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Internet Traffic Modeling
The authors of (Nixon & Dana 2017) and (Chandrasekaran 2009) reported that the
design of robust and reliable networks and network services is becoming increasingly
difficult in today’s world. Given the impact of the increase in the size of Internet
traffic, it is clear that the analysis of huge traffic is of critical importance. One way
to assist this goal is to develop a detailed understanding of the traffic characteristics
of the network.
In this thesis a mathematical model of traffic will be developed by identifying the
key features of this traffic by statistical analysis of traffic traces. One of the most
prominent methods for identifying features of any system is principal component
analysis (PCA). Not all the methods used in this dissertation are based on principal
component analysis, however these methods do form a key focal point. According to
(Lakhina et al. 2005), analyzing massive amount of Internet traffic is crucial issue.
In this dissertation, methods for analysing traffic generated by tens of millions of
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O-D pairs are developed by first identifying the origin IP addresses, destination IP
addresses, and O-D pairs which occur with more than marginal frequency. This is
one of the tasks achieved in Chapter 3.
Quality of Service (QoS) management is an issue of on-going concern which can
also benefit from accurate understanding of traffic statistics. For current and fu-
ture networks, modelling of network traffic is significant to understand and solve the
problems of networks performance. A number of the traffic models have been sug-
gested in previous studies. For instance, a web traffic model is one of these models
which is referring to the data that is sent or received by the browser of user websites
(Crovella & Bestavros 1997). Internet traffic models are useful for the development
of telecommunication technologies, in order to analyse the performance and capacity
of various protocols, algorithms and network topologies.
Given the importance of modelling the traffic matrix (TM) for number of network
aspects, good models of traffic matrices are important. (Erramilli et al. 2006) ex-
pressed concerned with the paucity of studies which are focused on complete models
for TM, despite the importance of TM modelling. Also, (Medina et al. 2002) state
that the number of methods which are proposed in the literature to address the TM
estimation problem in the context of Internet traffic is very small. Traffic modelling
and analysis is an essential preliminary step in network design and management.
A number of point-to-point traffic models have been studied and discussed in the
literature. For example, (Vardi 1996) formulated and discussed the estimation of
node-to-node traffic on the links of a network under Poisson assumptions. Also,
(Egilmez & Tekalp 2014) proposed optimization of QoS over multiple domains sup-
porting Software Defined Networking.
Furthermore, (Jiang et al. 2010) and (Jin et al. 2009) analyse the traffic behaviour of
individual hosts and applications. While the clustering algorithms on the similarity
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matrices of one–mode projection graphs have been applied in (Xu et al. 2014) to study
the behaviour clusters of social networks. The authors of this paper found significant
similarity of social behaviour among different Internet applications. However, there
is a paucity of work currently available on models of the entire traffic of a network.
In order to develop QoS architecture within the Internet networks, a strong traffic
model is required for accurate performance evaluation and traffic analyses (Adas
1997). What is needed is not only a model for the traffic on each link, but a model
for the traffic of the whole network (Lakhina, Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk
& Taft 2004). This is the type of model we seek in this thesis.
In (Abrahamsson 1999) and (Field et al. 2004), the authors acknowledge that an
analysis of real traffic is important to understanding better the nature of the traffic in
terms of the underlying distributions, correlations, power laws etc. Such information
could help us to build realistic theoretical traffic models. This means that traffic
analysis can provide a lot information about the network such as average load, the
bandwidth requirements for different applications, and many other details. In this
thesis the statistical analysis of Internet traffic has been used to improve service
management. In Chapter 5 we introduce a new approach to provide better Quality
of Services from social network behaviour understanding called Defensive Services
‘Defserv’.
In previous studies, power law traffic models have been identified as suitable for the
flows on one link. However, in this thesis, what is sought is a model for the traffic
of the whole network. A whole network traffic model will enable analysis of the
performance of alternative architectures which is statistically sound. For example,
with a whole network traffic model, simulations can be conducted which range over
the situations which might be expected in a real Internet, in a statistically valid way.
Using a small collection of scenarios selected arbitrarily cannot provide evidence
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for how well one architecture performs relative to another, whereas a collection of
scenarios drawn from a carefully estimated model of network traffic can. Network
designers can use the traffic model to make better prediction about Internet traffic
behaviour. According to (Dainotti et al. 2008), the availability of realistic traffic
models is required to improve the performance of the current and future networks.
For these reasons, the task of developing a whole-of-network Internet traffic model
could be critical.
In (Adas 1997), the authors highlighted that the traffic model in any network services
or architectures is very important. The traffic model is the heart of the performance
evaluation of telecommunications networks. The precise estimation of network per-
formance is the avenue for the success of any service. For example, Markov processes
and regression models are used to model the short–range dependent traffic. The
networks need to assure an acceptable level of QoS to the users. Therefore, traffic
models need to be accurate and able to capture the statistical characteristics of the
actual traffic. (Chandrasekaran 2009) stated that there are two fundamental ways
which use the traffic models. These ways are (1) as part of an analytical model or
(2) to drive a Discrete Event Simulation (DES). Other types of simulation could be
used, eg one with importance sampling. However, emulation (using real equipment)
would probably be a difficult option here, and should not be used.
According to (Nixon & Dana 2017) the performance of models is important in terms
of deciding the level of QoS for networks. The authors of this paper have achieved
the improvement of the network performance by implementing two network opti-
mizations mechanisms. Accurate modeling of performance requires traffic models
with high accuracy. This implies that traffic models must be able to capture the sta-
tistical characteristics of the actual traffic on the network. If the underlying traffic
models do not efficiently capture the characteristics of the actual traffic, the result
may be the under-estimation or over-estimation of the performance of the network
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or, what is potentially even worse, misinformed choice of architecture and traffic con-
trol strategies. In particular, it is discovered in this research, that a Pareto principal
applies to traffic in the whole network, not just to the flows on an isolated link.
2.1.1 The Pareto Principle
According to (Dunford et al. 2014), more than a hundred years ago the Italian
economist and sociologist Vilfredo Pareto discovered the principle that 20% of the
population owned 80% of the property in Italy. After that, Pareto created a mathe-
matical formula to describe the unequal distribution of wealth in his country, which
is known as the Pareto distribution. It is often used in management, economics and
business to improve productivity and make better decisions. Later on, it was discov-
ered that the same principle can be applied to Internet traffic (Crovella & Bestavros
1997). Recent studies have also found that Internet traffic exhibits Pareto principle
(Alakiri et al. 2014, Albdair et al. 2016).
In (Harchol-Balter 1999), three case studies in the area of computer system design
have been discussed. They discovered that because of the heavy–tailed job size
distributions in computer workload measurements, re-evaluation of existing computer
system algorithms is necessary. In (Smith 1978), the authors discovered that the
number of jobs in the queuing process could be minimized by using shortest remaining
processing time discipline (SRPT). According to (Addie et al. 2005), the benefit of
SJF is greater when the distribution of flow sizes is more heavily tailed, i.e. although
the frequency of very large jobs is small, their size more than makes up for it.
This model is an example of a power law distribution which has been used to model
the self similar characteristics of applications (Ghani & Iradat 2011). They argue
that the Pareto distribution has been shown to be useful for modeling VoIP, IP
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and Ethernet amongst other applications. According to (Fayoumi 2011), the Pareto
distribution, as shown in many empirical studies, provides a good fit for a number
of important characteristics of communication networks traffic. In this thesis many
traffic characteristics are inferred from Internet traffic understanding to get clear
picture for traffic behaviour.
Because the Internet is now mature, it requires extensive, very thorough studies of
traffic and modeling of changes to justify changes of traffic management techniques.
In the dissertation, a very deeply heavy tailed power low of Internet traffic is iden-
tified, quantified and measured by using new type of simulation which gives much
stronger justification and modification for this type of changes. The Internet traffic
observations analysed in this dissertation have confirmed in a thorough manner their
Pareto character.
2.1.2 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the best known tools in statistics and
data analysis more generally. Many techniques in data mining are based on PCA or
the Singular Value Decomposition Scalable Video Coding (SVD) (Halko et al. 2011).
PCA identifies a series of features, and provides a numerical measure of their relative
importance in the object or system being analysed. The numerical measure, which is
an eigenvalue of a decomposition of a matrix, can be interpreted as the power (or vari-
ance), of the particular feature. The features with the largest eigenvalues might be
regarded as anomalies, or merely as problem traffic, which should be controlled. Un-
derstanding the behaviour of such traffic may be very important (Lakhina, Crovella
& Diot 2004b), (Lakhina et al. 2005). In other words, PCA provides an enumeration
of traffic features, each of which is identified by the corresponding eigenvector, and
these features will therefore be potentially controllable.
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An example of problem traffic is an Apple IOS update. It has a specific origin, and
as “destination” it has a set of destinations. This type of traffic is normal, occurs
rarely, but is very important when it occurs. On each occurrence, of this particular
type of event, the origin will be the same, but the destinations will be random.
The traffic model, in this thesis, includes a list of such types of events, where the
randomness can be associated with the origin, or destination. The size of the event
will be random. Once problem features have been discovered, monitoring them for
the purpose of disprivileging this traffic as required can be initiated. This model is
used in Chapter 5 to develop a traffic control architecture. According to (Ghani &
Iradat 2011), various distributions, including Pareto, have been used to model the
self similar characteristics of applications. They argue that the Pareto distribution
has been shown to be useful for modeling VoIP, IP and Ethernet amongst other
applications. According to (Fayoumi 2011), the Pareto distribution, as shown in
many empirical studies, provides a good fit for a number of important characteristics
of communication networks traffic. In this thesis many traffic characteristics are
explored in order to develop a better overall picture of traffic behaviour.
In Chapter 3, Pareto models of the volume of traffic associated with sources, des-
tinations and with O-D pairs are developed, and then, based on this foundation,
in Chapter 4 a traffic model is developed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
method and, more generally, singular value decomposition, of end-to-end traffic as a
whole. The key parameters in traffic data for PCA are source address, destination
address, time and data length. Most existing work using PCA in application to
networks focuses on analysis of traffic to discover anomalies. However, the same ap-
proach should be applicable to analyse traffic with the new interpretation as a traffic
model fitting procedure (Lakhina, Crovella & Diot 2004a) and (Lakhina, Crovella &
Diot 2004b).
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2.1.3 Gravity Models
Gravity models have been used to model flows of transport, population or trade
in spatial networks (ie: in a geographic sense) (Liu et al. 2014). The volume of
interaction Tab between two locations (ie: trade flows between Town A of a Size Na
and Town B of a Size Nb separated by a distance d can be expressed in terms of the
gravity Model (Medina et al. 2002) as follows:
Tab = Na .Nb .f (dab).
The authors of (Erramilli et al. 2006), claimed that the gravity model is one of
the most popular models in connection with traffic matrices, which estimates the
Origin-Destination (OD) flow counts from ingress and egress counts. The authors
reported that this model has been used extensively in traffic matrix estimation.
These gravity Models resemble Newton’s Universal Law of Gravitation where the
force (ie: volume or extent of interaction, in our case) is directly proportional to
the product of the nodes’ mass (ie: the degree or level of importance of the node)
and is inversely proportional to the distance that separates these two nodes. Now
considering the extent of interactions Tab between two “nodes” in the Internet, this
can also be expressed using this same gravity Model (Expert et al. 2011) where
Na provides the level of importance of source a (ie: number of unique source IP
Addresses for a particular node); Nb provides the level of importance of destination
b (ie: number of unique destination IP Addresses for a particular node), and where
f is the deterrence function (ie: describes the influence of distance/cost between
the source and destination nodes or sometimes referred to as the distance decay
function).
If the gravity Model applies, then the deterrence function f will exhibit scale free
properties and can be expressed in terms of a power law (ie; due to the distance/cost
between two nodes or two locations being excessively high, then the degree of connec-
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tivity and likelihood of hubs existing between these two locations will be low). The
calibrating of the deterrence functions in Gravity Models is very important (Rasouli
2018). That is, the deterrence function f and its display of scale free properties can
expressed in terms of a power law:
f ∼ d gab ,
where dab is the distance between two locations and g is an exponent.
In (Gunnar et al. 2004), the traffic matrix estimation techniques have been evaluated
from large traffic data sets. The authors of this paper discovered that the model
was a good fit to the data. In this thesis, in Chapter 4, an alternative approach
to modeling sources and destinations of traffic in a social network is developed.
The concept of eigensource and eigendestination is inferred from the Singular–value
decomposition (SVD) of traffic matrices. A natural interpretation of this concept is
that, eigendestination is like a club, e.g Youtube users, with many users included
in each eigendestination. A similar interpretation applies to eigensources, i.e. an
eigensources is also like a club. A service like Youtube is not necessarily provided by
a single server. The major servers, like Youtube, are not necessarily an individual
server but may be a group of servers.
2.2 QoS Management
Quality of Service (QoS) is the capability of a network to provide service with a
planned level of performance (as regards throughput, delay, and packet loss) to se-
lected network traffic based on their preference. In the next generation of Internet,
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are raised by a wide range of communication-
intensive, real-time multimedia applications. Also, with the development of Internet
services, the problem of defining mechanisms to guarantee the transmission param-
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eters became an important issue. Therefore, the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) has proposed service models and architectures to provide better services and
to meet the demand for QoS. Notably among them are the Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) model (Mushtaq & Patterh 2017) and (Nichols et al. 1999), the Integrated
Services/RSVP model (Braden et al. 1994) and (Zhang et al. 1997), MPLS (Rosen
et al. 2000), Traffic Engineering (Awduche & Agogbua 1999) and Constraint Based
Routing (Crawley et al. 1998).
The Differentiated Services architecture (DiffServ) is one of the most prominent
architectures of a computer networking which has been suggested for purpose of
enhancing the QoS. In this architecture, which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 , traffic
is divided into different traffic classes. The main approach of the DiffServ is based
on a simple model, which classifies IP packets to different classes and defines the
allocation of a certain amount of forwarding resources for each class (Przylucki &
Czerwinski 2017). The authors of this paper proposed a new algorithm for pre–
marking packets in DiffServ which reflect the relative importance inside an SVC
video stream over DiffServ. (Audah et al. 2017) analyzed and compared the end-to-
end QoS performance parameters of FTP and CBR traffics. The parameters which
are used in this paper are delay, jitter, loss ratio and throughput, using different
types of Diffserv policies (i.e. Token Bucket, TSW3CM and SRTCM). The authors
found that performance depends on the kind of Diffserv policy which is used by the
traffic.
DiffServ has the potential to gain additional revenue from customers as a premium
for guaranteed, or enhanced QoS (Tamgno et al. 2018). The traditional DiffServ has
a small number of classes plus the BE class as illustrated in Figure 2.2. However,
to support these classes there must be a mechanism for charging customers. In the
case of VOIP services provided by LTE this mechanism exists. However, charging
customers for better QoS for services other than voice is likely to be difficult. Any op-
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Figure 2.1: DiffServ Architecture from (Cisco 2005)
Figure 2.2: DiffServ Classes
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portunity to provide services with a premium price is attractive to Service providers,
but it remains to be seen whether customers will find this concept appealing. In
comparing the total cost and benefits of DiffServ, its potential to generate revenue
needs to be taken into account. Also, the revenue generation role of DiffServ can
potentially undermine its utility as a mechanism for managing QoS.
The issue of dynamic QoS management in a DiffServ network is the focus in (Ahmed
et al. 2005). The authors of this paper implemented and evaluated a policy-based
management system and they claimed that the multimedia applications performed
better with the proposed approach. In (Semret et al. 2000), the authors claimed
that the DiffServ architecture with very conservatively provisioned services can be
unstable even in the simplest network topologies. Thus, DiffServ cannot satisfy user
requests under all circumstances.
The traditional DiffServ will cover only a small proportion of all traffic with high pri-
ority classes, Assured and Expedited classes, because DiffServ focuses on importance
rather than size of traffic. Therefore it is ignoring a large proportion of traffic in the
BE class. The scheme, termed DefServ, introduced in Chapter 5, responds to the
traffic dynamically. This means that traffic management will include mechanisms
which benefit traffic in the BE class. Therefore this traffic will gain some protection.
In this thesis, in Chapter 5, we describe and test a new approach to better service
based on the understanding of social network behaviour gained in this work. This
method is complementary to DiffServ. We call this new method Defensive Services
(DefServ) because rather than focussing on differentiation based on previously nom-
inated preferences, it focuses on protection of normal traffic, based on observation
and detection of unusual traffic. It is uses a new queue discipline called mice and
elephants (MAE).
Chapter 3
Social Network Behaviour Inferred
from O-D Pair Traffic
In this chapter, the social network behaviour is inferred from O-D pair traffic and
the analysis methods which will used here fall into two groups, the first being based
on frequency analysis and second method being based on the use of traffic matrices,
with the latter analysis method being further sub-divided into groups based on the
traffic mean, variance and covariance. The frequency statistics of origin, destination
and O-D Pairs exhibits heavy tailed behaviour. Much of the material in this chapter
has was treated in (Albdair et al. 2016) and (Albdair et al. 2017).
3.1 Introduction
Because traffic data provide quantitative measurements of the intensity and quantity
of communication between the entities (predominantly users and servers) which share
access to a network, we should be able to estimate social network behaviour from
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traffic samples (trace files). The key difference between social network behaviour, as
an interpretation of traffic, vs traditional traffic theory, is that it emphasizes end-
to-end patterns, rather than traffic behaviour over time. For example, in traditional
traffic theory, it is conventional to view a flow as equivalent, or a generalization, of
a TCP flow. Thus, it has a start and an end. But in the analyses undertaken here,
the start and end are not considered important. All the traffic between a certain
originating IP address and a different destination IP address are viewed as a flow.
Social network behaviour is about who is talking to who, how much they are saying,
and the patterns within these conversations. There are many potential patterns, so
we need to focus on certain key patterns initially, for example, whether there exist
groups of correlated sources, or of destinations, or of O-D flows.
For reasons of privacy, the true identity of the users represented in a traffic trace is not
normally available. In any case, the term social network behaviour is not used to refer
to the identification of specific connections or relationships between users. In this
chapter social network behaviour is defined to mean statistical characteristics which
result from the variation in connection and quantity of communication between the
members of a community. An example of social networking behaviour which might
be expected, and which is discovered in the traffic traces in this study, is the heavy-
tailed character of the distribution of the total traffic between each origin-destination
pair (O-D pair); that is to say: a small number of O-D pairs carry a large quantity
of traffic, and a large number of O-D pairs carry relatively little traffic. This heavy-
tailed behaviour is not just observed to occur, but its specific “shape” can, and has
been, estimated.
We seek to interpret the traffic, even on one link, as a guide to the behaviour of
the whole network. If the observed link is in the core network, the range of IP
addresses which appear on it will be very large, and although the traffic observed
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is a sample, because the features being observed are concerned with statistics of
aggregate behaviour, rather than statistics concerned with specific users, it was not
felt to be necessary to consider the possibility of bias which might be caused by this
sampling.
3.2 Source of data
In this chapter,and the next, traffic data from Center for Applied Internet Data Anal-
ysis (CAIDA) (The CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet Traces 2016) is analysed by
a variety of methods to discover features of the social network from which the traffic is
generated. The IP addresses in CAIDA datasets are anonymized. According to (The
CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet Traces 2016), the Crypto-PAn tool was used
to anonymize the IP addresses in the dataset. Crypto-PAn is a cryptography-based
sanitization tool for network trace owners to anonymize the IP addresses in their
traces in a prefix-preserving manner (Fan et al. 2004). This tool has the following
properties: (a) the IP address anonymization is prefix-preserving. In other words, if
two original IP addresses share a k-bit prefix, their anonymized mappings will also
share a k-bit prefix; (b) the same IP address in different traces are anonymized to
the same address, even though the traces might be sanitized separately at different
time and/or at different locations.
The CAIDA datasets come from two different locations in the United States, were
taken in the years 2014, 2015, and 2016, and were sampled at certain specific dates
and times. Each set has 10 data files, and each file has about 5 millions packets
captured during one minute. The name of each file is formed by concatenating these
details, as listed in Table 3.2. The specific combination of files used in the preparing
the figures presented later in this chapter, and in Chapter 4, are also identified by
using the details of the data, as described in Table 3.2.
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3.3 Traffic Analysis Methods
3.3.1 Frequently used IP addresses
A traditional traffic matrix, which was used for many years in telecommunication net-
works, contains, for each origin-destination pair, the “volume” of traffic (in Erlangs,
or bits/sec), between the origin and the destination. By assigning a common column
and row index to each node in the network, such data can be readily presented as
a matrix. However, when monitoring Internet traffic, without complex processing
to translate the IP addresses into node identities relative to a specific network, it
may be difficult to identify the origin and destination nodes of packets. Using IP
addresses in place of origins and destinations seems the logical step to overcome this
problem, but the total number of IP addresses, even in IPv4, is too large to allow
matrices with one row and column for each IP address.
For this reason, in order to analyse the traffic in a capture file such as those considered
in this chapter (The CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet Traces 2016), an essential
first step is to identify the frequently used IP addresses.
Finding the relatively small number of IP addresses which occur a significant number
of times in a capture file has been achieved as follows:
The total number of distinct IPv4 addresses is approximately 4 billion, hence even
though IP addresses are integers, we can’t use them as the indices of a vector or
matrix. Even in quite a short traffic trace file, the total number of distinct IP
addresses can easily exceed 1,000,000, and so it is not feasible to construct and
manipulate vectors or matrices to describe the statistics of traffic from one IP address
to another, even if this is our underlying objective.
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So, instead, when matrices indexed by IP addresses are needed, instead of the IP
address itself, as the index, we use its rank, and instead of including all IP addresses
as potential indices, we only use the most important. IP addresses are all ranked,
by their importance, measured as number of bytes sent from or to that address, and
this rank is used both to select which IP addresses need to be included in the traffic
matrix and the order in which they are included.
3.3.2 Volume statistics
The total number of origins, destinations, or O-D pairs in the pcap file or collection
of pcap files being analysed may be more than we are able to store information about.
However, it will be satisfactory if the only sources, destinations, or O-D pairs about
which information is not collected are ones for which the total bytes, associated with
this origin, destination, or pair, is small. By storing pointers to origins, destinations,
or O-D pairs in a heap which is ordered so that the entity with the least total bytes,
over an interval of time exceeding a certain threshold, can be easily removed, it is
possible to identify origins, destinations, or O-D pairs which can be removed from
the list of those about whom statistics are being collected without having to collect
the information about this object, except for short periods of time. The volume
information collected in this way is stored in such a way that we can estimate the
distribution of bytes associated with each origin, destination, or O-D pair.
3.4 Antraff software
In order to carry out the analysis methods described above, and other methods,
a software package called Antraff (Addie R. G. 2018) has been developed. The
Antraff package, primarily written in C++, comprises 17 header files, 34 c files, and
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Figure 3.1: Algorithm for collecting origin/destination/O-D pair byte frequencies
12 classes. There are 9,500 lines of code, mainly in C++, but including awk and
bash scripts, and a makefile which includes as targets the types of graphs which are
frequently needed in analysing traffic.
The central class in this package is a template class called ipbin, this template is
provided in Appendix A. The fact that a template class with parametrized address
object is used ensures that the Antraff package can be used in a flexible way, as the
type of analysis which needs to be undertaken evolves. Figure 3.1 shows how this
software collects statistics of the following:
(i) Byte frequencies of origins, destinations, or O-D pairs.
(ii) Accumulation of matrices of end-to-end traffic, followed by analysis of these
matrices, by singular-value decomposition. There are three different ways in
which traffic matrices can be accumulated, which can be intuitively described
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as mean, variance, and covariance matrices.
3.5 Experiments
In this section we present five experiments. In the first experiment, in Subsection
3.5.1, we find that the distribution of bytes per source/destination is heavy–tailed.
Also in this subsection, we calculate the Pareto shape parameter of these curves.
In Subsection 3.5.2, the frequency curves of source, destination and O–D pair are
presented together and compared. Subsection 3.5.3 estimates the social network
traffic behaviour in another way and the diversity or concentration of the community
of users is measured. In Subsection 3.5.5, a log-normal property of the distribution
of OD flow sizes is observed. The process of conducting these experiments, and the
experiments of Chapter 4, is explained in Appendix B by an example.
3.5.1 Source and Destination Byte Frequencies
The traffic associated with individual IP addresses exhibits the Pareto principle,
which is that a small proportion of IP addresses is associated with a high proportion
of the traffic. In other words, the distribution of bytes per destination/source is
heavy–tailed. This is illustrated in Figures 3.2–3.4.
On a log-log scale, these plots are approximately linear. All curves exhibit a ten-
dency to “roll off”, i.e. the curve falls away from the linear shape to the right. If the
population was such that this plot was perfectly linear on a log-log scale, in a the-
oretical sense for the whole population, the distribution of the quantity considered
would be Pareto.
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Figure 3.2: The number of bytes per sources for different data sets
Figures 3.2–3.4 suggest that most bytes are accounted for by the larger sources of
traffic. However we can’t actually read from these plots the proportion of bytes
accounted by any initial portion (in decreasing weight) of sources. Figure 3.6 – 3.8
are designed to allow this. These figures present the same information, but now the x-
axis is the cumulative proportion of source and destination IP addresses respectively,
in the data set, in order of weight, and the y-axis is the cumulative proportion of
total bytes accounted for, by these IP addresses.
These graphs confirm the intuitive idea already introduced, that a small proportion
of source IP addresses accounts for a large proportion of traffic, in bytes. However,
the story is not extreme. To account for 90% of the bytes it is necessary to include
at least 1% of sources, destinations, or O-D pairs, which is still quite a large number
– approximately 2,000 in for the traces used in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.
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Figure 3.3: The number of bytes per destinations for different data sets
Figure 3.4: The number of bytes per O–D pairs for different data sets
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Estimating γ
Another way to show that the traffic exhibits the Pareto principle is by calculating
γ values (the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution, sometimes also referred to
as α), i.e. the slope, on a log-log plot, of the frequency vs the number of bytes for
each methods; source, destination and O–D pairs. There is a certain range of values
is important and should therefore be considered when the slope is calculated. This
range of X axis values is started after the smallest values and ended before the “roll
off” occured. For example, in Figure 3.9, the slope has been calculated for the source
curve in the range of X axis between 1000 and 1× 108.
Table 3.1 contains the values of γ for all the curves which are shown in Figures
3.2–3.4. All of these values are between 1.5 and 2. The values for the destinations
is most frequently higher than those for sources and O-D pairs. The values for the
four datasets are fairly consistent, although the Chicago 2016 dataset has somewhat
smaller values than the others. The value of γ is a measure of how heavy are the tails
of the Pareto distribution in this case. The approach of estimating γ is a statistically
robust method because it does not rely on identifying flows in the traffic (e.g. by
identifying them with tcp flows).
For prediction of future events, only a certain range of values in these graphs is
important and should therefore be considered when the slope is calculated. Another
likely reason for these curves to “roll off” in the region of large flow sizes is that since
networks are not able to provide satisfactory performance for such large flows, users
will be less likely to request them. Figure 3.5 shows how the graph is divided into
three different regions; R0, R1 and R2. The most important region is R1. R0 is less
significant as far as total volume of bytes is concerned because the flow sizes of this
region are very small and R2 is unreliable due to the smallness of the sample.
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Figure 3.5: A sample distribution
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To predict how frequently the large flows (elephants) occur, observe that, if flow sizes
larger than some value follow a Pareto distribution,
P {F > f | F > δ} = (f /δ)−γ, (3.1)
where: F is the random flow size, f is threshold value for which the probability is
being evaluated, and δ is an arbitrary flow size value which is smaller than any which
are currently of interest.
For example, in Figure 3.4(b), let us take δ = 107. This trace is of length 10 minutes,
and the number of flows included in the analysis leading to the figure is 500,000, so
the total rate of arrival of flows (including on the ones analysed), is 50,000 per minute.
According to the graph, the frequency of flows larger than 107 is 0.01, so the rate
of arrival of flows longer than 107 is 500. Now let us suppose we want to know how
often flows of size 108 will arrive (i.e., we regard these as the elephants). By (3.1),
the frequency of these flows will be
(
108
107
)−γ
× 500 = 9.3 flows per minute (using
γ = 1.73, as given in Table 3.1). Flows of size 109 or larger will occur, using the
same method,
(
109
107
)−γ
× 500 = 0.173 per minute, or, putting it more naturally, once
every 7 minutes.
Another reason, besides the smallness of the sample, for the “roll-off” at the right-
hand end of the graphs in Figure 3.4 is that although users might make larger and
larger requests, the network through which these requests must pass is unable to
carry them. This factor means that the prediction of the frequency of large flow
sizes provided by (3.1) will be less accurate for larger flow sizes. However, if the
roll-off is due to network limitations, the prediction is not inaccurate as a prediction
of user behaviour, but rather as a prediction of network performance.
Another way to analyse the traffic is to find the relative proportions of bytes asso-
ciated with different O-D pairs. A graphs which illustrate this approach are shown
in Figures 3.6–3.8. This time, instead of focussing on which sources or which des-
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Table 3.1: The values of γ for curves of frequency vs. number of bytes for each method.
Data-set Type of analysis γ value (Pareto shape
parameter)
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 Source 1.65
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 Destination 1.73
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 O–D pair 1.66
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 Source 1.78
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 Destination 1.91
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 O–D pair 1.73
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 Source 1.63
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 Destination 2.001
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 O–D pair 2.005
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 Source 1.7
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 Destination 1.51
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 O–D pair 1.63
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Table 3.2: CAIDA data-sets (each data set consists of 10 data files, as in Date/Time
column, each file has same prefix and same suffix).
Data-set
Name
Prefix Date/Time Suffix
Chicago
2014
equinix-
chicago-
.dirA-2014
0320-130000, 0320-130100, 0320-130200,
0320-130300, 0320-130400, 0619-130000,
0619-130100, 0619-130200, 0619-130300,
0619-130400
UTC-
.anon-
.pcap
San Jose
2014
equinix-
Sanjose-
.dirA2014
0320-125905, 0320-130100, 0320-130200,
0320-130300, 0320-130400, 0619-130000,
0619-130100, 0619-130200, 0619-130300,
0619-130400
UTC-
.anon-
.pcap
Chicago
2015
equinix-
chicago-
.dirA2015
0219-125911, 0219-130000, 0219-130100,
0219-130200, 0219-130400, 0917-125911,
0917-130000, 0917-130100, 0917-130200,
0917-130300
UTC-
.anon-
.pcap
Chicago
2016
equinix-
chicago-
.dirA2016
0121-125911, 0121-130000, 0121-130100,
0121-130200, 0121-130300, 0121-125911,
0317-130000, 0317-130100, 0317-130200,
0317-130300
UTC-
.anon-
.pcap
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative sources bytes from an IP address vs Cumulative proportion of
IP addresses for Chicago2014, San Jose2014, Chicago2015 and Chicago2016 data-sets
tinations account for the traffic, it is the O-D pairs. We are looking here for an
understanding of the structure of traffic from the point of view of O-D pairs which
may prove to be very important in the development of an end-to-end traffic model.
The statistical results of O-D pairs, in this chapter, are different from other studies in
regard of the number of IP addresses which are analysed. The authors of (Lakhina,
Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) have analysed the structure
of Origin-Destination traffic in a trace of Internet backbone traffic by using PCA to
systematically decompose the structure of OD flow time series. They describe the
trace they analyse as including hundreds of origins and destinations, and hundreds
of flows. Another group of authors in (Susitaival et al. 2006) have analysed 1000
IP addresses to study the traffic characteristics of O-D pairs components, whereas
the ones considered in this chapter includes hundreds of thousands of origins and
destinations, and millions of flows. Another difference is that the traces considered
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative destination bytes to an IP address vs Cumulative proportion of
IP addresses for Chicago2014, San Jose2014, Chicago2015 and Chicago2016 data-sets
in this chapter have durations of approximately one minute, whereas in (Lakhina,
Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) they consider traces lasting
hours, days, or weeks. Figures 3.6–3.8 illustrate the relation between cumulative
bytes in O-D pairs vs cumulative proportion of O-D pairs starting with the largest
flows because of the importance of these flows. These Figures show that the first 1%
of O-D pairs covers about 90% of bytes.
3.5.2 Comparison of source, destination and O–D pairs
Figures 3.9 – 3.13 show the frequency curves of source, destination and O–D pairs
on the same graph. These graphs show the difference between the frequency curve of
source, destination and O–D pair in CAIDA data and simulation experiment data.
The simulation experiments are done by using Netml system and then the trace
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative bytes in O-D pairs address vs Cumulative proportion of O-D
pairs for Chicago2014, San Jose2014, Chicago2015 and Chicago2016 data-sets
file has been analysed by Antraff, using the same methods as used on the CAIDA
data. Netml creates an ns-3 program from the xml description of the network, then
compiles and runs it (Addie & Natarajan 2015). The Netml system then creates
gnuplot programs and runs these on the data generated by the simulation to create a
variety of plots which display the results from the simulation more effectively. Ns-3
has the ability to collect traffic traces in exactly the same format as used in real
networks, and these can then be analysed by antraff in exactly the same way as was
done for the traces from CAIDA.
The destination curves, prior to where roll-off, appear to exhibit lower slope than the
source curves, i.e. they look flatter, in other words, γ is smaller. On the other hand,
the slope of OD pair curves and the slope of source curves appears to be very similar
Figures 3.9–3.12. This provides further confirmation for the existence of non-trivial
eigensources and eigendestinations because the simulated traffic, which is formed by
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Figure 3.9: Bytes per source, destination and O–D pair [Trace used: Chicago 2014
data-set]
independent Poisson streams of Pareto distributed flows, does not exhibit (in Figure
3.13) a systematic difference like this.
Figure 3.13 shows that the frequency curves of the source, destination and O–D
pair are the same. The simulated model has Pareto traffic from whole collection
of origins, destinations and O–D pairs. This model does not have eigensources and
eigendestinations, it has merely independent Pareto distributed flows between all
origins and destinations.
3.5.3 O-D-pairs vs origins and destinations
Figures 3.14–3.17 exhibit another way to estimate social network traffic behaviour
from a traffic trace. This plot was generated by scanning through a traffic trace, and
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Figure 3.10: Bytes per source, destination and O–D pair [Trace used: San Jose 2014
data-set]
Figure 3.11: Bytes per source, destination and O–D pair [Trace used: Chicago 2015
data-set]
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Figure 3.12: Bytes per source, destination and O–D pair [Trace used: Chicago 2016
data-set]
Figure 3.13: Bytes per source, destination and O–D pair for simulation data
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Figure 3.14: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
at each point of the trace generating a point in the plot by using the total number
of sources (destinations) found so far in the trace as the x-coordinate, and the total
number of O-D flows found so far as the y-coordinate. The traffic traces are captured
from Chicago and San Jose on 2014, 2015 and 2016 in US. This has been plotted
using log scales for both axes. The curve is approximately linear, with a slope close
to 1. The slope of this curve, on a log-log scale, is a measure of the diversity or
concentration of the community of users (and servers) represented in the trace. The
larger the slope the broader (more diverse) is the community whose communication
is taking place in the trace file.
The closeness to 1 indicates the degree to which communication in this trace is within
closed communities. In other words, the closeness of the slope in these Figures to 1
means that the individuals represented in the trace tend to communicate with the
same relatively small group of friends.
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Figure 3.15: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
Figure 3.16: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
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Figure 3.17: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
3.5.4 Experimental results of the plots slope
The slopes in Figure Figures 3.14–3.17 which are represent the relation between the
number of sources and the number of destinations in x-axes and the number of O-D
pairs in y-axes, are shown in Table 3.5.
If everyone communicated with only one other individual, the slope would be exactly
1, while if everyone communicated with everyone else, the slope would be 2. The
slope will also be very close to 1 if there is a small number of central nodes, which
we might call the gatekeepers, and every other individual communicates only with
these gatekeepers. The data files, which are downloaded from CAIDA, in Table 3.5
come from different years, 2014, 2015 and 2016, and different places, Chicago and
San Jose in the US.
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Given the prominence of key sites in the Internet, the likes of Google, Youtube, and
Facebook, it is therefore not surprising that the slopes in these Figures are close to
1 as shown in Table 3.5.
The t-test is any statistical hypothesis test which is testing whether the slope of
the origins is the same or different to the slope of the destinations or whether the
slope from one location is different from a different location, or whether one year is
different from another, so we can compare between different cases by using the t-test
results. To investigate further the significance of the slopes, a t-test was carried out
to compare one group against another and the results of these tests are as follows.
(i) the slopes of the source plots are less than those of the destination plots;
(ii) the four source slopes are different from each other;
(iii) the destination slopes in 2014-2015 are not significantly different, but the des-
tination slope in 2016 is significantly larger than those in earlier years.
All the t-tests were un-paired and tested equality vs inequality except for the com-
parisons of source slopes vs destination slopes and the comparison of the Chicago
2016 destination slope vs the other destination slopes. The test of destination slopes
vs source slopes was paired and tested the hypothesis that the source slope is less
than the destination slope vs the alternative that it is not less. The test of the
Chicago destination slope vs the other destination slopes was unpaired and tested
the hypothesis that the Chicago 2016 slope is greater than the other source slopes.
3.5.5 O-D Flow sizes
It has been suggested previously that flow sizes in the traditional sense of the number
of bytes in an individual TCP connection have a power-law distribution (Crovella &
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Table 3.3: Source and destination slope values of traffic traces – part 1
Data-set
Name
File Name Slope–
S
Slope–
D
Chicago
2014
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140320-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.19825 1.240841
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140320-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.206898 1.240961
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140320-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.196147 1.231688
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140320-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.212603 1.23856
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140320-
130400.UTC.anon.pcap
1.205314 1.245019
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140619-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.151398 1.156585
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140619-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.159662 1.152868
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140619-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.146592 1.194499
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140619-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.198673 1.178119
equinix-chicago.dirA.20140619-
130400.UTC.anon.pcap
1.169297 1.236181
San Jose
2014
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140320-
125905.UTC.anon.pcap
1.11139 1.178774
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140320-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.117446 1.154508
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140320-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.111833 1.154293
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140320-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.108536 1.171695
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140320-
130400.UTC.anon.pcap
1.119749 1.16328
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Table 3.4: Source and destination slope values of traffic traces – part 2
Data-set
Name
File Name Slope–
S
Slope–
D
San Jose
2014
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140619-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.119749 1.216095
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140619-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.091031 1.211002
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140619-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.088507 1.207736
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140619-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.100227 1.221282
equinix-sanjose.dirA.20140619-
130400.UTC.anon.pcap
1.094473 1.222404
Chicago
2015
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150219-
125911.UTC.anon.pcap
1.156123 1.22055
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150219-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.153414 1.242492
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150219-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.12059 1.31508
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150219-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.161377 1.234627
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150219-
130400.UTC.anon.pcap
1.160145 1.240479
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150917-
125911.UTC.anon.pcap
1.113016 1.079916
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150917-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.113626 1.06874
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150917-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.114851 1.067286
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150917-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.119336 1.067437
equinix-chicago.dirA.20150917-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.117681 1.085924
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Table 3.5: Source and destination slope values of traffic traces – part 3
Data-set
Name
File Name Slope–
S
Slope–
D
Chicago
2016
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160121-
125911.UTC.anon.pcap
1.047565 1.242566
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160121-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.064275 1.236514
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160121-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.062016 1.234313
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160121-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.063316 1.22516
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160121-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.061707 1.237587
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160317-
125911.UTC.anon.pcap
1.088713 1.479135
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160317-
130000.UTC.anon.pcap
1.098664 1.474604
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160317-
130100.UTC.anon.pcap
1.099633 1.458606
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160317-
130200.UTC.anon.pcap
1.095182 1.482734
equinix-chicago.dirA.20160317-
130300.UTC.anon.pcap
1.095915 1.48362
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Figure 3.18: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
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Figure 3.19: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
Bestavros 1997). Many studies have been written analysing traffic models based on
this assumption, e.g. (Tsybakov & Georganas 1998). However, in this chapter the
term flow has a different interpretation: it refers to all the traffic between a certain
originating user and another destination user. The power-law character of the sizes
of this type of flow does not necessarily follow from the power-law character of flows
of the type considered in (Crovella & Bestavros 1997). Nevertheless, the broadly
linear shape of the curves in Figures 3.6–3.8 supports the power-law character of
flows in the sense this term is used here.
Figure 3.22 is the same as Figures 3.6–3.8 except that the vertical scale has been
transformed in the same manner as a quantile plot, of the type used to check nor-
mality of a distribution. The straightness of the plot in Figure 3.22 indicates that
the rank of an O-D pair selected by drawing a byte randomly, from all the bytes
passing through a link, and then finding the O-D pair rank between which it was
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Figure 3.20: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
being transmitted, is approximately log-normally distributed. Note: the smallest
15% of flows are not included in this plot.
3.6 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter, the behaviour of social networks from O–D pair traffic has been
inferred by using various methods of traffic analysis. We found that a Pareto principle
applies to every aspect of Internet traffic. Most users contribute very few bytes, and
most bytes are from a very small proportion of users. The slope of the frequency vs
the number of bytes from an IP address, the number of bytes to an IP address and
the number of bytes between an origin and destination pair curves on a log-log scale,
γ, has been calculated to show how heavy are the tails of the Pareto distribution in
each case.
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Figure 3.21: Number of O-D pairs vs. Number of source and destination IP addresses
[Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
Figure 3.22: Log-normal character of OD flow sizes [ Chicago 2015 data-set]
Chapter 4
Spectral Analysis of Traffic
Matrices
In this chapter we extend the knowledge and get better understanding of the social
networks traffic behaviour by analysing traffic matrices obtained from the CAIDA
traces using different spectral decomposition techniques: (a) SVD of the traffic mean
matrix; (b) SVD of the traffic variance matrix; and (c) SVD of the OD-pair covariance
matrix.
4.1 Introduction
In the mathematics of matrices and linear operators, analysis of matrices or operators
in terms of their eigenvalues and eigenvectors is sometimes referred to as spectral
analysis (Newman 2010). We shall use this term to refer to all methods which rely on
identifying the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix representations of experimental
data. The Fourier transform, in its various forms, also falls under this heading since it
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can be viewed as finding the eigenvalues of a linear system associated with the data to
which the transform is applied. The insight from spectral analysis is used in physics,
computer science, engineering, psychology, education, and virtually every field of
science. It is applied by the network research community to analyse Internet traffic
for various purposes. According to (Newman 2010), the spectral analysis technique
has been used in (He et al. 2005), for example, to extract periodic patterns embedded
in a trace. Also, the authors of (Hussain et al. 2003) and (Papadopoulos 2003) used
the technique to classify attacks, in (Barford et al. 2002) a signal analysis of network
traffic anomalies.
Principal component analysis, in particular, uses spectral analysis of covariance ma-
trices to identify features by means of which experimental data can be best explained.
This is often used to validate instruments, i.e. psychological tests. Pattern recogni-
tion algorithms use spectral analysis to decompose observations into features which
are then used in further steps of analysis.
Social network traffic is traffic which resulting from all network connections and it
is about who is talking to who, how much they are saying, and the patterns within
these conversations (Serrat 2017, Albdair et al. 2017). In this chapter we identify
the methods which are capable of identifying the key features of a social network by
analysing matrices associated with traffic traces. Eigenflows are linear combinations
of flows between multiple origin-destination pairs. Figure 4.1 illustrates the phe-
nomenon of eigenflows. The singular value decomposition algorithm identifies the
linear combinations which explain the complete data set with optimal least squared
error. In Figure 4.1, each stream colour refers to certain eigenflow. In particular, it
is not the case that any collection of flows that are lumped together can be called an
eigenflow. They must have a statistical relationship, and it is virtually certain that
this statistical relationship must be due to a relationship of the underlying network
activity.
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Figure 4.1: The eigenflows in the social networks traffic
4.2 Related work
Eigenflows were first introduced in (Lakhina, Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk
& Taft 2004). They analyzed the structure of Origin–Destination traffic traces from
two different networks: the European Sprint backbone network and the Abilene
Internet2 backbone traffic, by using PCA. They found that set of OD flows has small
intrinsic components.these eigenflows reveal important features of network traffic.
These features vary in a predictable manner as a function of the amount of traffic
carried in the O–D flow.
The eigenflows of Internet traffic (with a significantly different definition of the origins
and destinations) were also estimated and discussed in (Albdair et al. 2017) by using
singular value decomposition of traffic matrices of several different types. It was
not confirmed in either of these papers whether these eigenflows are statistically
significant. Such a test is conducted in Section 4.6.2. The main differences between
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(Lakhina, Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) and (Albdair et al.
2017) are: (a) the traces considered in (Albdair et al. 2017) have time intervals of
about one minute, while in (Lakhina, Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft
2004) the authors consider traces lasting hours, days, or weeks; (b) the matrices which
are considered in (Albdair et al. 2017), includes hundreds of thousands of origins
and destinations, and millions of flows, whereas those in (Lakhina, Papagiannaki,
Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) refer to a much smaller number of origins
and destinations; (c) the IP addresses in CAIDA datasets, which is used in (Albdair
et al. 2017), are anonymized by Crypto-PAn tool. However, the authors of (Lakhina,
Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) identify the ingress and egress
points of each flow. The methods for determining whether these eigenflows are
significant or not, and measuring their significance, is investigated and discussed in
this chapter. Estimating the statistical significance of eigenflows was raised as an
issue in in (Albdair et al. 2017).
According to (Albdair et al. 2017), the difference between the behaviour of social
network traffic, which will be considered in this paper, and traditional traffic theory
is that it takes in account end-to-end patterns, rather than traffic behaviour over
time. The authors of (You & Chandra 1999) identified the statistical analysis of data
traffic measurements obtained from the local area networks of a campus site. This
paper showed that there are a number of TCP applications that cause non stationary
behaviour in the aggregate traffic stream. These features then cause difficulties for
traditional prediction methods.
The challenge for today’s traffic engineers is to gain an understanding of the likely
characteristics of future traffic behaviour. Understanding the characteristics of traf-
fic has the potential to provide the insight into how traffic behaves that is needed to
develop a model of traffic which provides a deeper understanding. In (Adas 1997),
for example, it is asserted that a strong traffic model is required in order to design
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Internet networks with satisfactory QoS architecture. Estimation of social network
behaviour from captured data sets is important because it provides a deeper un-
derstanding of the intensity and qualities of communication between the users and
servers. Furthermore, modelling and analysis of traffic on all links simultaneously
is required in order to solve a wide range of important problems faced by network
researchers (Crovella & Bestavros 1997). This could help to get accurate perfor-
mance evaluation and traffic analyses. In addition, in spite of the importance of the
statistical analysis of OD flows, there is little prior work on this field (Crovella &
Bestavros 1997).
The authors of (Albdair et al. 2017) observed that there are important characteristics
of the underlying social network which can be identified from traffic data obtained
from Centre for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA), without consideration
of evolution over time. In this chapter statistics which capture time-independent
features of traffic are investigated.
4.3 Traffic Analysis Methods
A number of methods for inferring social network characteristics from traffic data
were described and applied to real data in Chapter 3. Some of these methods are
further investigated in this chapter, and in addition, some important new methods
are considered. In particular, the previous methods largely ignored the investigation
of the eigenflows. The eigenflows which are found in (Albdair et al. 2017) were not
analysed thoroughly to check whether they are genuine or just occurred by accident.
Therefore, in this chapter we have developed a method to address this important
question.
The main focus of the work in this chapter is on three types of traffic matrix: the
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Figure 4.2: Analysis of work (E (X (t)2))
mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices. In this section, the difference between
these three types of matrix is explained. Figure 4.2 illustrates the whole “work” and
how the three matrices subdivide this into different components. When O–D pairs
are independent total work is broken down into only two parts (Mean2 and Variance).
On the other hand, when there is a correlation between the O–D pairs, the total work
is divided into Mean2, Variance and Covariance.
Let X and Y represent random traffic. When these variables are written with indices,
e.g. Xij , these always refer to the row or column of a matrix. Such matrices fall into
two distinct classes. In the first class the row index identifies a node – the source node
– and the column index also identifies a node – the destination node. In this case
Xij is a quantity, typically expressed in bytes, of traffic, which has been measured
and which has been found to pass from the source to the destination. This case is
applicable to the mean and variance traffic matrices. In the second case, the indices
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still refer to the row and column of a matrix, but the row index in this case refers
to an O-D pair, and the column index also refers to an O-D pair. In this case, the
variable Xij refers to the product of the bytes in O-D pair i with the bytes in O-D
pair j , and is expressed in bytes2. This case is applicable to the covariance traffic
matrices. When it is appropriate to refer to the time when a measurement is made,
the quantity is denoted thus: X (t) or Xij (t). Total traffic (in the sense of E (X
2))
can be further subdivided according to its source and destination. This analysis
into components enables the underlying social relationships to be identified. For this
purpose, first let us consider just two such components.
Suppose X represents the traffic between the nodes i and j at time t , and Y repre-
sents the traffic between nodes k and l . The expectation (mean) of the sum of two
such quantities satisfies the identity:
E (X + Y ) = E (X ) + E (Y ). (4.1)
the definition of variance is:
Var(X ) = E (X − E (X ))2
= E (X 2)− 2E (X (E (X ))) + E (X )2
= E (X 2)− (E (X ))2 (4.2)
If X ⊥ Y , (X is uncorrelated with Y ),
Var(X + Y ) = Var(X ) + Var(Y ).
If X 6⊥ Y
Var(X + Y ) = Var(X ) + Var(Y ) + 2Cov(X ,Y )
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the detailed components will be: If X ⊥ Y
Var(X + Y ) = Var(X ) + Var(Y ) (4.3)
If X 6⊥ Y , on the other hand,
Var(X + Y ) = Var(X ) + Var(Y ) + 2Cov(X ,Y ). (4.4)
The rules (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) can be used to break down the traffic into com-
ponents in a manner which explains their relative importance. This way of analysing
data is used often in research in diverse fields under the name Analysis of Variance.
As the name suggests, normally, the mean is not included in the analysis. However,
in the case of traffic, there are cases where the mean is more important than the vari-
ance. For example, this is true when traffic is highly aggregated. Furthermore, (4.2)
shows how the mean can be included in the analysis. Instead of dividing Var(X ) of
the traffic, X into different components, we can divide the E (X 2) of the traffic X
into components. Since (4.2) shows that E (X 2) = E (X )2+Var(X ), the contribution,
E (X )2 due to the mean, can be considered as just one of the components of E (X 2).
In the remainder of this chapter, successive refinement of traffic volumes, in the
sense of E (X 2), will be conducted. For convenience, the term work, will be used as
synonymous with E (X 2).
Henceforth, we refer to a certain interval of time by reference to its starting time,
which is denoted by t . This interval of time, t to t + δt , should be thought of as
a “typical” interval within the sample, or within the operation of the network. Its
characteristics will be inferred from the whole sample, and hence it does not represent
any specific period of time, but rather it represents all moments.
The duration of this interval can vary, but is typically 50 – 100ms, which is of the
same order as the duration of traffic which can be stored in a buffer. Experiments
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are conducted below to determine how sensitive the analysis is to the choice of time
interval. In fact, buffers will usually be even smaller than this, especially in a core
network, where link capacities are higher. When the quantity of traffic X transferred
between the nodes i and j at time t, the detailed components will be as follows.
(i) If each O–D pair is completely independent of the other, then:
Var(
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
Xi ,j (t)) =
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
VarXi ,j (t)
(ii) If the covariance between O–D pairs is non-zero, then:
Var(
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
Xi ,j (t)) =
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
VarXi ,j (t) +
(N ,N ),(N ,N )∑
(i ,j )=(1,1),(k ,l)=(1,1)
(i ,j )6=(k ,l)
Cov(Xi ,j (t)Xk ,l)
At any time the total work is represented by:
E
(
Xi ,j (t)
2
)
=
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
Mi ,j (t)
2 +
N ,N∑
(i ,j )=(1,1)
VarXi ,j (t)
+
(N ,N ),(N ,N )∑
(i ,j )=(1,1),(k ,l)=(1,1)
(i ,j )6=(k ,l)
Cov(Xi ,j (t)Xk ,l) (4.5)
Where {Mij (t)} is matrix of mean values.
4.4 Eigenflow Analysis
In order to identify social features of the traffic, we now further break down the traffic
matrices in (4.5) by spectral analysis (eigenvector decomposition). Also, each com-
ponent in (4.5) is subdivided into a sequence of eigenflows. Figure 4.3 illustrates the
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Figure 4.3: Eigenflows distribution for whole work.
way that each analysis method is subdivided to number of eigenflows (e1, e2, e3, .....),
where e1 > e2 > e3 > ......
Consider the mean matrix, M = (Mij )
N ,N
i ,j=1,1. A singular value decomposition of this
matrix takes the form:
M = U TDW
where U and W are orthogonal (unitary) matrices, and D is diagonal, with its
diagonal entries ordered in decreasing order of magnitude. A similar decomposition
can be found for the variance matrix, and the covariance matrix. The defining
characteristics and details of each of these decompositions is discussed further in
Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, below.
In each case, the matrices U and W define features of the given matrix (eigensources,
eigendestinations or eigenflows), and the eigenvalues (entries on the diagonal of D)
are the strength of these features. It is conceivable that there are highly important
correlations between one O–D flow and another. For example, if a certain group of
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users engage in communication behaviour simultaneously, as a consequence of some
shared activity or goal, this will lead to correlated O-D flows. The Antraff (Addie
R. G. 2018) software is currently able to undertake singular value decomposition
of traffic matrices and also to extract the eigenflows, and to display the O-D flows
from which they are composed. However, it remains possible, at this stage, that
the eigenflows are actually artificial, i.e. they are not actually a consequence of any
genuine correlation between O-D flows.
If eigenflows are significant it can only be due to correlation in time between different
O-D pairs. Eigenflows will arise, for example, when Apple, or Google, release an
update of their phone operating systems. In the subsequent hours and days these
updates will be downloaded by millions of devices. This is not an attack, but just a
consequence of the way Internet technology is managed.
4.4.1 Analysis of Mean
The mean traffic matrix, M , for the traffic is defined as
M =

M11(t) . . . M1n(t)
...
. . .
...
Mn1(t) . . . Mnn(t)
 (4.6)
Each one of the indices in the above matrix is the rank of an origin or a destina-
tion. The Antraff software ranks the origins and destinations by the total bytes
sent/received to/from the specific node. The rank of a node as an origin will not,
usually, be the same as its rank as a destination. The software uses the ranks of ori-
gins and destinations because the total number of origins and destinations is much
too large to be able to construct matrices which include all the IP addresses which
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occur in the trace.
The mean traffic matrix contains the average bytes of the data from the origin to
the destination, during the period of time considered. This matrix is estimated
from a traffic trace by accumulating the sum of the bytes between each origin and
destination (interval by interval) and then dividing this by the number of intervals.
We can apply SVD to this matrix directly. A singular value decomposition of this
matrix takes the form:
M = U TDW
where U and W are orthogonal (unitary) matrices, and D is diagonal, with its
diagonal entries ordered in decreasing order of magnitude. These conditions uniquely
determine the matrices U , D and W (except under the condition where two or more
eigenvalues coincide, which is highly unlikely). Algorithms to determine them are
readily available in libraries of software for carrying out computational linear algebra
(ALGLIB Project 2018).
Figure 4.4 illustrates an interpretation of this singular value decomposition. Each
row of the matrix U T is a linear combination of the original sources (of most im-
portance) in the traffic; likewise, each column of the matrix W represents a linear
combination of the original destinations. Let us call these linear combinations eigen-
sources and eigendestinations. By the nature of a singular value decomposition, the
first eigensource and eigendestination are uniquely defined by the fact that from all
possible choices, these two are the linear combinations of sources and destinations
which fit, in the least-squares sense, the original traffic matrix as closely as possi-
ble, or to put this another way, they explain the traffic data better than any other
choice. Similarly, the second eigensource and eigendestination explain the remain-
ing data better than any other choice. And so on, until the entire traffic matrix is
explained by the complete list of eigensources and eigendestinations. The volume of
traffic explained, by each pair of eigensources and eigendestinations, is given by the
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Figure 4.4: An interpretation of the rotation of axes (sources and destinations) of a
mean (or variance) traffic matrix.
corresponding eigenvalue.
The mean traffic matrix can introduce some undesirable smoothing of the traffic. In
particular, if the traffic is very bursty, the mean traffic matrix will not record this
feature, and relying on it alone will lead to under-provisioning. We can avoid this
by using a slightly different matrix which is the Variance matrix.
4.4.2 Analysis of Variance
The Variance matrix, V , for the traffic is defined as
V =

V11(t) . . . V1n(t)
...
. . .
...
Vn1(t) . . . Vnn(t)
 (4.7)
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The indices of the variance traffic matrix represents, like in mean traffic matrix,
the rank of an origin or a destination. The nodes are ranked by the total bytes
sent/received to/from the specific node. The Variance traffic matrix, like mean
matrix, is indexed by origins and destinations. In this matrix it is necessary to
subdivide the traffic into time-slots during the analysis. The choice of time–slot
length is significant, and will be varied. A typical value in the analyses presented
here is 0.05 seconds. When forming the variance matrix, the square of the bytes
between each origin and destination, in each interval, is accumulated in each entry
of the matrix and divided by the interval length and then the corresponding square
of the mean traffic between the same origin and destination is subtracted.
We can also apply SVD to this matrix directly. A singular value decomposition of
this matrix takes the form:
V = U TDW
the matrices U and W define features of the given matrix (eigensources, eigendesti-
nations), and the eigenvalues (entries on the diagonal of D) are the strength of these
features.
Figure 4.4 illustrates, as in mean case, an interpretation of this singular value de-
composition. The original sources are represented by the rows of the matrix U T
as as a linear combination. Alike, the original destinations are represented by the
columns of the matrix W as a linear combination. These linear combinations are
called eigensources and eigendestinations. By the nature of a singular value decom-
position, the first eigensource and eigendestination are uniquely defined by the fact
that from all possible choices, these two are the linear combinations of sources and
destinations which fit, in the least-squares sense, the original traffic matrix as closely
as possible, or to put this another way, they explain the traffic data better than any
other choice. Similarly, the second eigensource and eigendestination explain the re-
maining data better than any other choice. And so on, until the entire traffic matrix
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is explained by the complete list of eigensources and eigendestinations. The volume
of traffic explained, by each pair of eigensources and eigendestinations, is given by
the corresponding eigenvalue.
There are two variants of this type of matrix: if the mean-squared of the traffic in
each interval is subtracted from the mean sum-of-squares, we arrive at the traditional
variance, of the traffic passing between each origin and destination. However, it is
also useful not to subtract the mean-squared. This matrix, which we could perhaps
term the power matrix, includes the mean-squared, and hence is a better measure of
the end-to-end load.
4.4.3 Analysis of Covariance
The covariance matrix, C , for the traffic is defined as
C =

C11(t) . . . C1n(t)
...
. . .
...
Cn1(t) . . . Cnn(t)
 (4.8)
where each of i and j is the rank of an O-D pair, and Cij denotes the covariance of
the bytes in O-D pair i with the bytes in O-D pair j .
Traditionally principal component analysis decomposes the quantity being analysed
into uncorrelated components formed as linear combinations of the original compo-
nents. Let us suppose the O-D traffics are Xi , i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, a transformed
component will take the form
∑n
i=1 ukiXi , for some vector uk = (uk1, . . . , ukn)
′ with∑n
i=1 u
2
ki = 1. Two such transformed components, with coefficients of vectors u1 and
u2, will be uncorrelated if Cov (
∑n
i=1 u1iXi ,
∑n
i=1 u2iXi) = 0. A principal component
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analysis seeks a complete set of such components such that:
(i) the variance of the first k components is larger or equally large to any other
such decomposition, for all k = 1, . . . , n;
(ii) each component is uncorrelated with all the other components.
The total variance explained by this analysis will be the same as any other analysis
into independent components. This follows from the invariance of the trace (see (ii)
below). The sum of the variance of uncorrelated components of traffic will, in general,
be less than E (X (t)2). It is conceivable that a different decomposition of traffic in
which this quantity is preserved could be developed, based on the invariance of the
Frobenius norm (see (i) below), however, this is not the way principal component
analysis is traditionally constructed, and so it has not been pursued.
The matrix representation C = UDU T , in which U is orthogonal, U T denotes
the transpose of U , and D is diagonal, with diagonal entries in decreasing order of
magnitude, is called a singular value decomposition (SVD), of the matrix C . It exists
whenever the matrix C is symmetric. It can be applied, in particular, to either the
covariance matrix, or the matrix E (XiXj ). In both cases the SVD leads immediately
to the principal component analysis, as defined above in the sense that the rows of
the matrix U are the vectors defining the principal components of the covariance
matrix.
The variance explained by a singular value decomposition C = UDU T is the sum of
the diagonal elements of D , i.e. VE =
∑
k Dkk . In general, VE < E (X
2). The excess
of E (X 2) over VE is due to the fact that X is composed of correlated traffic.
As explained above, and earlier in the dissertation, in covariance matrices, the indices
refer to O-D pairs rather than to nodes. For this reason, the need for n2×n2 matrices
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disappears. This matrix type, which is the type used in (Lakhina, Papagiannaki,
Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft 2004) is formed by using O-D pairs, rather than
origins and destinations, as the indices of the rows and columns. In each time-slot,
the bytes delivered between each origin and destination are determined, and the
contents of entry Cij in the covariance traffic matrix for this time-slot is the product
of the bytes sent between O-D pair i and O-D pair j . These are then averaged over
the trace, and the product of the mean traffics for these O-D pairs subtracted, to
form the covariance traffic matrix.
Although these three traffic matrices may seem rather different, it turns out that
they all reveal similar features of the traffic. The most prominent feature, shared by
all the matrices, is the Pareto principle, that a small number of eigenvalues explain
a high proportion of the original traffic. In addition, the discrepancy between the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and those of the variance and mean matrices
provides evidence of correlation between O-D traffics.
4.4.4 Analysis Algorithms
The mean, variance, and coveriance of a traffic sample are matrices, and therefore the
obvious method of spectral analysis is to carry out a singular value decomposition
(SVD) of each of these matrices. The mean and variance matrices are indexed by
sources and destinations, and are not symmetrical. The covariance matrix, on the
other hand, is indexed by origin-destination pairs (OD pairs), and is symmetrical.
Consequently, the spectral analysis (SVD) of the mean and variance matrices will
lead conceptually to a representation of the traffic as flowing from n eigen-sources
to n eigen-destinations, in which each eigen-source and eigen-destination is a mix-
ture of the original sources and destinations, whereas the spectral representation of
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the covariance matrix will lead conceptually to a representation of the traffic (after
subtracting the mean), into n eigenflows, each of which is a mixture of O-D traffics.
In order for these analyses to be compatible, and in order that they can be validated,
it will be useful if each method can be viewed as decomposing the original traffic into
components. That is to say, the traffic components, in each case, should add up
to the original traffic. This requirement forces us to carry out the calculations in a
specific way.
Singular value decomposition can be explained in the following way: given a matrix
of experimental results, A say, we seek a unitary (orthogonal) transformation, also
known as a rotation, of the axes in which A is expressed, such that A becomes as
simple as possible (diagonal), and also so that its features are ordered in importance.
Applying a rotation, U , to the row axis of the matrix A, is effected by multiplication
on the left: A′ = UA. Applying a rotation V T to the column axis of the matrix A
is effected by multiplication on the right: A′′ = AV T . Combining both, to produce
a diagonal matrix, is achieved by multiplication on both sides: D = UAV T . If D is
diagonal with the elements on the diagonal ordered in size, this is a singular value
decomposition. In the special case when A is symmetric, we can restrict our choice
of U and V further by requiring that U = V .
Invariants of unitary transformation
There are two invariants of matrices under unitary transformation that are relevant
to the type of SVD algorithm to apply to traffic:
(i) Invariance of Frobenius (Hilbert-Schmidt) norm. The Frobenius norm (Pe-
tersen & Pedersen 2012) (also called Hilbert-Schmidt norm) of a matrix, A for
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example, is the sum of squares of its elements, i.e.
| A |2HS=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
A2ij .
If U and V are unitary (orthogonal), | UA |HS=| AV T |HS=| A |HS.
(ii) Invariance of trace. For any matrix, A, the trace is defined by
Tr(A) =
n∑
i
Aii
which is also invariant under simultaneous orthogonal transformation of both
axes, i.e.
Tr(UAU T ) = Tr(A).
This follows from the more general property
Tr(UAU−1) = Tr(A), for any invertible matrix U , which follows from (14) in
(Petersen & Pedersen 2012).
We can use these invariants to ensure that the particular form of the singular-value
decomposition used for each traffic matrix preserves the quantity of traffic repre-
sented by the matrix. As discussed earlier in this section, quantities of traffic should
be measured in bytes2. This is, indeed, the unit in which variance and covariance ma-
trices are also measured. The quantity we wish to analyse (sub-divide) is E (X (t)2),
where X (t) is the traffic arriving in a certain time interval. This is measured in
bytes2.
4.5 Antraff software
In the previous chapter the Antraff software package has been developed to anal-
yse several datasets with massive data, about tens of millions of packets obtained
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from CAIDA, and accumulate the traffic matrices by the three different methods,
for the mean, variance, and covariance matrices, as explained in Section 3.4. The
Antraff package was further developed to carry out the experiments of this chap-
ter. This software is able to calculate the singular value decomposition (SVD) for
the three estimated matrices to extract and plot the eigenflows of each type of ma-
trix. Furthermore, the software has been designed to extract and plot the eigenflows
corresponding to the largest three eigenvalues of each type of traffic matrix.
4.6 Experimental results
The eigenvalues of the three matrices, mean, variance and covariance, have been
analysed in this chapter. Four groups of data are used in the experiments came
from different places and different years, all these data–sets obtained from CAIDA.
Each set has 10 data files, and each file has about 5 millions packets captured during
one minute. Thus, the mean matrix is considered as short–term. If a mean traffic
is measured over a longer period of time it will vary as the length of this period
increases.
The mean and covariance matrices have been calculated in different ways which mean
that literal comparisons of the bytes2 should not be relied upon. In particular, the
mean matrix is calculated by sampling the largest origins and destinations, whereas
the covariance is calculated by sampling the largest O–D pairs. Typically, this means
the covariance is limited to 4000 O–D pairs, whereas the mean matrix is limited to
4000× 4000 O–D pairs. Hence, the amount of data which has been ommitted from
the analysis, because only the most important origins, destinations, and O-D pairs
can be included, is greater for the covariance matrix than for the man matrix. Also,
we deliberately squared the eigenvalues of mean matrix to be consistent with the
eigenvalues of variance and covariance matrices–i.e. so that they are all measured
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in bytes2. There is another difference between the way the mean curve in Figures
4.21–4.24 is calculated and the variance and covariance curves in these figures are
calculated which is that the components of the mean matrix are summed and then
they are squared. whereas the components of the variance and covariance matrices,
which are already measured in bytes2, are simply summed. These differences mean
that we should not interpret comparisons between the proportion of total bytes2
explained by each matrix too literally.
Figures 4.5–4.8 show the eigenvalues of the three different types of traffic matrices
which were investigated in different ways from the four datasets with 0.05 second
sampling interval. All the experiments display the Pareto principle, which is that a
small proportion of eigenflows are associated with a high proportion of the traffic.
On the other hand, the analysis of covariance traffic matrix suggests that there is a
correlation between different flows in the social networks traffic.
To check the effect of changing the sampling interval, the experiments have been
repeated with two other sampling intervals: 0.1 and 0.02 seconds, as shown in Fig-
ures 4.17–4.28 and 4.29–4.40. The experiments with shorter and longer sampling
intervals exhibit very similar behaviour, from which we can conclude that the choice
of sampling interval does not have a strong influence on the results. Calculating the
traffic matrices from the traces is significantly slower with shorter sampling inter-
vals, so the invariance of the results to choice of sampling interval suggests that a
compromise choice, where the interval is somewhat longer than a typical buffer size,
may be satisfactory.
Figures 4.5–4.8 show the actual values of eigenvalues of the mean, variance and co-
variance traffic matrices in bytes2. These values (titled ‘flow size’ in the plot) have
been plotted on the x axes against the proportion of eigenvalues on the y axes. The
eigenvalues of the covariance traffic matrix are larger than mean and variance eigen-
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Figure 4.5: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.05 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2014
data-set]
values. This suggests, on the one hand, that there is correlation between different
flows in the social networks traffic. On the other hand, this figure illustrates the
Pareto principle.
In Figures 4.9–4.12, the cumulative proportion of bytes2 explained by eigenflows up
to a certain flow size is plotted against the flow size in bytes2. This figure is plotted
on a log–log scale. It is considered desirable to make clear comparison of importance
between the three methods; mean, variance and covariance in terms of the largest
individual eigenvalues. The relative height of the covariance and variance curves
suggests that the total bytes2 explained by the covariance matrix is greater than
that explained by the variance matrix. However, as discussed above, this comparison
is not applicable between the mean and the other methods because the mean has
been calculated in different way. For the three methods, the figure represents, as
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Figure 4.6: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.05 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: San Jose 2014
data-set]
discovered in Chapter 3, that the social network traffic exhibits Pareto principle.
Most traffic of each matrix is explained by small number of eigenflows.
Figures 4.13–4.16 illustrate the proportion of total bytes2 explained by the mean,
or covariance matrices (respectively), explained by the largest k eigenflows, of each
case, against k . This figure, again, shows the very strong Pareto property of the
eigenflows. The OD pair eigenflows strongly exhibit the Pareto principle. In Chicago
2014 data-set, for example, the first 100 eigenflows, which is 2.5% from all eigenflows
of covariance traffic matrix, explains about 75% of the traffic, in bytes2, of covariance
matrix. This is true for all other data-sets.
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Figure 4.7: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.05 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2015
data-set]
4.6.1 Estimating γ
Another way to show that the traffic exhibits the Pareto principle is by calculating γ
values (sometimes referred to as α), i.e. half the slope of the frequency vs eigenvalue
curves on a log-log scale. When a complimentary Pareto distribution with shape
parameter (γ) is plotted on a log-log scale it appears as a straight line with slope -γ.
Using this fact as an estimation procedure, if we plot the complimentary frequency vs
flow-size on a log-log scale, and a significant part of the resulting plot appears to have
a linear shape, we can estimate the shape parameter of a fitted Pareto distribution
as the negative of the slope of this part of the curve. Halving the slope is necessary
because eigenvalues in all these curves are measured in bytes2.
Tables 4.1–4.3 contain the values of γ for all the curves of the actual values of
eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance. The slope of most of these curves
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.05 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2016
data-set]
is about two. The smaller the value of γ, the more extreme is the Pareto principle
for the case under consideration. In effect, γ is a measure of how heavy are the tails
of the Pareto distribution in this case, or, to put it another way, how heavily the
Pareto principle applies. Values of γ about 2 are significant, and values close to, or
less than 1, are extreme. This approach to estimating γ, of the traffic, provides a
statistically robust method, since it does not rely on identifying flows in the traffic
(e.g. by identifying them with tcp flows).
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.05 sec sampling
interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.10: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.05 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.05 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
Figure 4.12: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.05 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
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Figure 4.13: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.05 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.14: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.05 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.15: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.05 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
Table 4.1: The values of γ for Mean matrix
Data-set Sampling
interval in
seconds
γ value (slope of
curve)
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.1 2.412706
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.05 2.23368
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.02 2.21621
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.1 2.376993
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.05 2.267535
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.02 2.167537
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.1 2.062154
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.05 2.068914
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.02 2.0341372
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.1 2.103812
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.05 2.101676
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.02 2.017618
Simulation data-file 0.1 1.1158198
Simulation data-file 0.05 1.2024699
Simulation data-file 0.02 1.20224706
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Figure 4.16: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.05 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
Figure 4.17: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices with
0.1 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.18: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices with
0.1 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.19: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices with
0.1 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
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Figure 4.20: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices with
0.1 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
Figure 4.21: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.1 sec sampling
interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.22: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.1 sec sampling
interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.23: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.1 sec sampling
interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.1 sec sampling
interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
Figure 4.25: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.1 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.26: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.1 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.27: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.1 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
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Figure 4.28: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.1 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
4.6.2 Simulation experiments
To test the significance of covariance eigenflows which were found in Section 4.6,
simulations were constructed using Netml (Peng et al. 2016). Figure 4.41 illustrates
the simulated network. The simulations serve as a null hypothesis in which O–D
pairs are independent. Since the traces from the simulation produce significantly
different results when analysed, we can reject the hypothesis that the O-D pairs
are independent.The network was constructed with independently distributed O–D
traffics of on-off type, with Pareto distributed on periods with γ = 1.2 and Pareto
distributed off periods also with γ = 1.2. Each link has a capacity of 100 Mbps.
In this network traffic model, all traffic stream were statistically independent from
each other. The simulation produces a trace file which has been analysed by Antraff,
using the same methods as used above on the CAIDA data.
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Table 4.2: The values of γ for Variance matrix
Data-set Sampling
interval in
seconds
γ value (slope of
curve)
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.1 2.043524
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.05 2.065645
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.02 2.008121
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.1 2.0088262
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.05 1.9122967
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.02 2.0571821
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.1 1.996582
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.05 1.9176513
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.02 2.0029388
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.1 2.0048541
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.05 2.004863
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.02 2.0010523
Simulation data-file 0.1 1.0995108
Simulation data-file 0.05 1.2824699
Simulation data-file 0.02 1.2990365
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Table 4.3: The values of γ for Covariance matrix
Data-set Sampling
interval in
seconds
γ value (slope of
curve)
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.1 2.06704
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.05 2.212742
CAIDA-Chicago-2014 0.02 2.135198
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.1 2.151074
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.05 2.1199947
CAIDA-San Jose-2014 0.02 2.267537
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.1 2.0099599
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.05 2.193341
CAIDA-Chicago-2015 0.02 2.75575
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.1 2.1305209
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.05 2.0130803
CAIDA-Chicago-2016 0.02 2.133176
Simulation data-file 0.1 1.2041695
Simulation data-file 0.05 1.1899748
Simulation data-file 0.02 1.1192617
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Figure 4.29: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.02 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2014
data-set]
Figure 4.30: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.02 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: San Jose 2014
data-set]
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Figure 4.31: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.02 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2015
data-set]
Figure 4.32: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices for four
different data sets with 0.02 sec sampling interval time. [Trace used: Chicago 2016
data-set]
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Figure 4.33: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.02 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.34: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.02 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.35: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.02 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
Figure 4.36: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 with 0.02 sec sam-
pling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
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Figure 4.37: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.02 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2014 data-set]
Figure 4.38: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.02 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: San Jose 2014 data-set]
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Figure 4.39: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.02 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2015 data-set]
Figure 4.40: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow with 0.02 sec
sampling interval. [Trace used: Chicago 2016 data-set]
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Figure 4.42–4.44 shows the simulation result of three different types of analysis:
(a) the eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices against
their position in the list of eigenvalues, (b) the cumulative proportion of bytes2
explained by eigenflows up to a certain flow size against the flow size in bytes2 and
(c) the proportion of total bytes2 explained by the mean, or covariance matrices
(respectively), explained by the largest k eigenflows, of each case, against k .
Under this hypothesis we find that the results are significantly different from the
behaviour observed from CAIDA traces. Figures 4.42–4.44 show that it does not
exhibit that the covariance eigenvalues are larger than those from the variance matrix,
in fact the covariance and variance eigenflows are nearly identical. This confirms
that the O–D flows in the CAIDA traces are not statistically independent, i.e. the
correlation between the different flows in the CAIDA traffic is significantly different
from zero. Thus, this experiment appears to show that the covariance eigenflows are
significant.
In the simulation results γ was estimated in the same way used in CAIDA traces.
The γ values estimated from the simulation results, as shown in Tables 4.1–4.3, are
similar to the values used for γ in Pareto distributions used to simulate the bursts.
The simulation experiments have been repeated with two different sampling intervals:
0.1 and 0.02 seconds, as shown in Figures 4.45 and 4.50. The simulation results with
different sampling intervals, as in CAIDA case, were similar. This means that the
sampling interval does not have a strong influence on the results. These experiments
also confirm the hypothesis that the slope of the eigenvalue curve can be used to
estimate the Pareto shape parameter of the flow sizes in the traffic.
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Figure 4.41: Simulated Network
Figure 4.42: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices in the
simulation experiments with 0.05 sec sampling interval
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Figure 4.43: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 in the simulation
experiments with 0.05 sec sampling interval
Figure 4.44: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow in the simulation
experiments with 0.05 sec sampling interval
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Figure 4.45: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices in the
simulation experiments with 0.1 sec sampling interval
Figure 4.46: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 in the simulation
experiments with 0.1 sec sampling interval
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Figure 4.47: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow in the simulation
experiments with 0.1 sec sampling interval
Figure 4.48: Eigenvalues of the mean, variance and covariance traffic matrices in the
simulation experiments with 0.02 sec sampling interval
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Figure 4.49: Cumulative proportion of flows vs flow size in bytes2 in the simulation
experiments with 0.02 sec sampling interval
Figure 4.50: The proportion of bytes2 explained by every eigenflow in the simulation
experiments with 0.02 sec sampling interval
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4.7 Summary of the chapter
Singular value decomposition of traffic matrices of several different types was used
to identify eigenflows of different types. The significant difference between the eigen-
values in the singular value decomposition of the variance relative to that of the
covariance suggests strongly that the covariance eigenvalues are not artefacts, but
represent genuine and important correlations between different O–D traffics. A sta-
tistical test of significance of the eigenvalues of the singular value decomposition of
traffic matrices has been developed by constructing simulations using Netml/ns3.
The simulations serve as a null hypothesis. The slope of the frequency vs eigenvalue
curves on a log-log scale (γ) has been calculated to show how heavy are the tails of
the Pareto distribution in each case.
Chapter 5
Better Service from Understanding
Social Network Behaviour
In this chapter we describe and test new approach to better service from social
network behaviour understanding. This method is complementary to DiffServ. We
call this new method Defensive Services (DefServ) because rather than focussing on
differentiation based on previously nominated preferences, it focuses on protection
of normal traffic, based on observation and detection of unusual traffic. It is uses a
new queue discipline called mice and elephants (MAE).
5.1 Introduction
With the next generation of Internet the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements raised
by a wide range of communication–intensive, realtime multimedia applications, best-
effort service which does not vary according to conditions or traffic type may not be
adequate. This is the sort of reasoning which has lead to the development of the
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Differentiated Services Architecture, which seeks to define a cost-effective way to
ensure QoS in the Internet. DiffServ has been deployed and a modest proportion
of traffic in the Internet now carries non-trivial values in the DSCP field of the IP
header which will, in some situations, significantly affect performance. However, it
is still early days in the deployment of DiffServ and the specific details of how it is
deployed vary considerably from operator to operator. Also, the settings which apply
to different traffic classes will need to be carefully monitored and studied because
otherwise there is a risk of unintended side-effects.
In this chapter we describe an approach to quality of service which is complementary
to DiffServ and addresses these issues in quite a different manner. For many years
now it has been known that traffic may be broadly classified into two categories: mice
and elephants. Roughly speaking, most bytes are in elephants (large flows), but most
flows are mice. The implications of this fact for quality of service are fundamental.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we discovered that the social network traffic exhibits Pareto
principle. The Pareto principle, which was observed in the CAIDA traffic, is itself
evidence of the presence of elephants. In fact, the Pareto principle is in an alternative
description of the mice and elephants phenomenon. According to (Chabchoub et al.
2008), detecting and analysing this kind of Internet traffic classification , mice and
elephants, is important significantly to gain a better understanding of Internet traffic
behaviour. Protection against the impact of anomalous traffic (elephants), within
the Best Effort class or any other class, on any other traffic, will be a major focus
in this chapter. Furthermore, although the arrival rate of elephants is relatively low,
the presence of elephants, which significantly impact all other traffic, is completely
normal and it is important that networks continue to operate satisfactorily despite
their presence.
In this chapter a QoS architecture with similar objectives to DiffServ is introduced.
We refer to this new QoS architecture as DefServ. It is quite different to DiffServ,
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in that instead of providing protection for certain privileged classes, it attempts
to defend all traffic (whatever its class) against the influence of any traffic, when
it exists, which is consuming an excess of resources. DiffServ and Defserv have
different goals, and hence, can be deployed in concert. Whereas DiffServ emphasises
the distinctions between different classes, DefServ emphasises the distinction between
different situations.
It has been known for decades in the literature of queueing theory that the when jobs
are served according to shortest-job-first (SJF) queue discpline average waiting time
for jobs of all sizes can (and often does) improve. This is so readily understood by
users that it is often introduced spontaneously by customers with large jobs inviting
others with short jobs to go first. The benefit of SJF is greater when the distribution
of flow sizes is heavy tailed, i.e. the range of job sizes to be handled is greater, and
although the frequency of very large jobs is small, their size makes up for it. We now
know that this is precisely the case for the distribution of flow sizes in the Internet as
explored in Chapter 4. Although router operations focus on packets, when a router
is modelled as a queueing system, the jobs correspond to the flows, which are made
up of many packets.
If it seems implausible that the performance experienced by flows of all sizes can be
improved by the simple strategy of serving short flows first, consider this: if the range
of sizes is sufficiently heavy-tailed, the benefit of going ahead of larger flows is greater
than the disadvantage of waiting for shorter jobs for all jobs, no matter how long
the amount of work to implement the required distinction between jobs, is minimal.
Furthermore, in Chapter 4, it was shown that the presence of large flows is detectable
as a statistical phenomenon, which is therefore robust. By identifying the elephants
by means of their statistical characteristics, rather than technical features defined in
terms of protocol or port, the risk of mis-identification is reduced. Another frequent
concern is that implementing SJF may be very difficult, or practically infeasible.
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However, the tail-heaviness of sizes helps here also. If the distribution of flow-sizes
is sufficiently heavy-tailed, much of the benefit of SJF can be achieved with a highly
approximate implementation, in which jobs are de-prioritised only when they exceed
a certain size – in fact, only when they have already exceeded a certain quite large
size. As a consequence, the amount of work to implement the required distinction
between jobs, is minimal.
5.2 Related work
The paper (Knieps 2013) reports that there are many applications which require
service differentiation for satisfactory user quality and, in some cases, without it, the
application might not perform at all. For example, companies that use the Internet
to perform banking may pay more for better service.
According to (Mushtaq & Patterh 2017), DiffServ model has been designed by IETF
to specify a simple, scalable and coarse-grained mechanism for classifying and man-
aging network traffic for providing QoS in modern IP networks. DiffServ can, for
example, be used to provide low-latency to critical network traffic such as voice or
streaming media while providing simple best-effort service to non-critical services
such as web traffic or file transfers. Moreover in (Striegel 2002), the author high-
lighted that the primary goal of DiffServ was to provide the benefits of QoS without
the scalability limitations of IntServ. On the other hand, There are several studies on
the performance issues for DiffServ architecture, such as (May et al. 2004), claiming
that there is a significant influence on Best Effort (BE) class traffic by premium class
traffic.
Additionally, the paper (Zhang et al. 2004) is concerned with the performance ex-
perienced by the best effort class of traffic in a DiffServ network. This may seem to
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conflict with the intent of the DiffServ architecture. The best effort class of traffic is
meant to receive only as good a quality of service as the network can provide, surely,
so why would we be concerned about the performance it receives?
The paper (Wang & Nahrstedt 2002) shows that there is a significant impact on
the BE class traffic, as well as other classes, from the routing algorithm used by
the premium class service. The authors suggest that the majority of traffic classes in
DiffServ model are influenced by one class which has high priority. So it is important
to protect the majority of traffic. This is the same issue highlighted in (Zhang et al.
2004).
According to (Wang et al. 2005) the type of network traffic with the greatest volume
is the BE class which has the lowest “priority”. Other classes take precedence over it
and therefore will get better network service. A multi-class routing (MCR) algorithm
suggested in (Zhang et al. 2004) was shown to greatly improve the performance of the
best-effort class of traffic. The authors of (Wang & Nahrstedt 2002) claim that high
priority traffic should be transmitted in an efficient manner with the consequent
negative influences on lower priority traffic. Notice how this directly contradicts
(Zhang et al. 2004).
The papers (Crovella & Bestavros 1997), (Leland et al. 1994), (Taqqu et al. 1997),
establish that link traffic is long-range dependent. The dissertation refers to a whole
of network traffic model, not to a whole traffic matrix. A whole-of-network traffic
model is a probability model for the joint distribution of all the flows in a net-
work. Such a model is therefore quite distinct from any particular type of traffic
matrix, especially ones where the indices of the matrix must refer to origins and
destinations. In particular, correlation between flows between different origins and
destinations need to be a feature of such a model. Currently, no whole-of-network
traffic model exists. However, there is a significant literature on anomaly detection,
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(Brauckhoff et al. 2009), and the traffic model implicitly adopted in this literature
has the potential to serve in this capacity. They propose to analyse traffic data by
Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The dominant few principle components are
regarded as anomalies and treated as attacks, or intrusions, but another possibility
that should be considered is that there will always be such components and they are
not necessarily attacks, but just a consequence of normal human behaviour.
5.3 The Pareto Principle
According to (Dunford et al. 2014), more than a hundred years ago the Italian
economist and sociologist Vilfredo Pareto discovered the principle that 20% of the
population owned 80% of the property in Italy. The Pareto Principle(Dunford et al.
2014) means that for many phenomena 80% of the results are occurred by 20% of
the causes. It is often used in management, economics and business to improve the
marketing and make better plan.
After that, it was discovered that the same principle can be applied to the computer
science (Alakiri et al. 2014, Albdair et al. 2016). In (Albdair et al. 2016), many
Internet traces, which are obtained from very well respected source of Center for
Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) (The CAIDA UCSD Anonymized Internet
Traces 2016), have been thoroughly investigated and it has been discovered that the
distribution of flow sizes exhibits the Pareto principle in several ways. Most users
contribute very few bytes, and most bytes are from a very small proportion of users.
In (Alakiri et al. 2014) it is claimed that the Pareto distribution is a good model for
Internet flow sizes, rather than the exponential distribution (which was traditionally
used for call lengths in telephone networks).
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5.4 Netml
Netml (Addie et al. 2006) is an XML-based language for analysis and development
of networks which provides a collaborative working environment for researchers and
students of networking. The Netml system can generate an ns-3 program which
simulates a network.
The authors of (Niazi et al. 2017) stated that the simulation has been a valuable
tool for experimentation and validation of models, architectures and mechanisms in
the field of networking. In some of the Internet architectures, (Bouras et al. 2002)
simulation is even more valuable, due to the fact that an analytical approach of
mechanisms and services is infeasible. There are several notable computer simulation
software. Ns-3 is one of these tools. It is a discrete-event network simulator, targeted
primarily for research and educational use.
The simulations used in this research were constructed using the Netml system to
create an ns-3 programs and run it, and from which the results were then further
processed. Figure 5.1 shows the network which is simulated. The key feature in this
network, that a collection of flows are competing for access to a congested link, will
always occur in networks where there is congestion. Hence, although networks will
in general have a great variety of topologies which are quite different to the network
shown in Figure 5.1, the results of the simulations are relevant to all these situations.
In this network, all priority 0,1,2 traffic are going to nodes Y0, Y1, Y2 respectively.
All of the traffic comes from nodes A – E to their respective destinations through
the shared link between node X and Y. The red traffic stream from A to Y0 has
been introduced to model the fact that we are deliberately focussing on situations
where congestion is present. In some of the simulations conducted, a large flow (an
elephant), is modeled by this traffic stream. In others, this flow is not large (so that
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Figure 5.1: The simulated network created on Netml.
both situations can be considered. Since we are mainly interested in situations where
a large flow is present, we deliberately introduce this flow. This is not to suggest
that such a flow will always be present, but merely that it is mainly when such a flow
is present, that we wish to observe the behaviour of the network.
5.5 Network scenarios
To objectively evaluate the performance of any method which aims to improve the
QoS in the Internet, we need to ensure that the method is effective in a full range
of typical network and traffic scenarios. The possible scenarios in our case, as il-
lustrated in Figure 5.2, are: (a) the queue discipline which is used in the network:
Diffserv, Defserv or Droptail; (b) whether the network is correctly designed or not;
(c) if the network is overloaded or not. A network is correctly designed when the link
capacity is sufficient to carry the traffic successfully. The most important scenarios
are where the network is temporarily overloaded, because when there is no conges-
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tion network performance will usually be good for all users. In other words, when
evaluating strategies for handling congestion, it is appropriate to focus on scenarios
where congestion is taking place.
Figure 5.2: The possible network situations.
To be objective about possible traffic configurations, we can draw on recently gath-
ered knowledge about Internet traffic, as discussed in the previous section. In par-
ticular, each traffic scenario can be summarised in terms of the presence or absence
of large flows. For example, an important scenario which occurs quite often is where
there are no large flows present, of any DiffServ class. Although this scenario is likely
to occur, at least locally (i.e. at a certain link), it is one which can be dealt with
quite readily. If the network is correctly dimensioned, in this scenario, all flows will
experience near-optimal performance.
A more important scenario is where there is one or more large flows present in one or
other of the DiffServ classes. Whenever even one large flow is present, the network
will be overloaded and performance experienced by all flows during this period will
be affected. For simplicity, and to gain understanding, the most important scenarios
to explore are where there is one large flow, only, in one of the DiffServ classes. We
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have also explored more complex scenarios, where there are combinations of more
than one large flow, either all in the same DiffServ class, or in a range of classes.
However, the behaviour observed in these simulations turns out to be similar to that
in the simpler ones.
Because tcp and udp are designed to make the most efficient use of whatever network
resources are available, scenarios in which a link is overloaded will occur regularly in
the Internet. There may be locations where overload almost never occurs, because
all the traffic sharing that link is constrained by the preceding parts of the network
through which it passes to get to the link. However, full (and therefore sometimes
overloaded) use of transmission resources is a feature of tcp/ip networks that will re-
main prevalent, especially in access networks, for the forseeable future. The network
of Figure 5.1 is designed to model such scenarios.
5.6 Performance analysis of DefServ
Figure 5.3 describes the queue discipline of the mice–and–elephants (MAE) algorithm.
The highest priority queue is always treated first and only when it is empty is control
transferred to lower priority queues. After each packet is treated, in any queue,
control is transferred back to the highest priority queue to check if there are any new
packets to be treated. In other words, whenever there is a job in a higher priority
queue, this job will be done before moving to a lower priority queue.
This queuing mechanism is available in the Linux kernel and in release 3.26 of ns-3,
where it is known as pFifoFast. The main difference between MAE and pFifoFast
is that in MAE the priority assigned to packets is on the basis of the length of the flow
in which the packet occurs. Also, in the version of pFifoFast in ns-3 there are only
3 queues. It is straightforward to change the number of queues and to allow a range
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of behaviour to be explored, this has been increased to 8 queues in MAE, although we
shall see later that this is not actually necessary.
When Defserv uses MAE, the traffic will not be classified, in the same way as in
DiffServ, and there is no pre-assigned priority for any kind of traffic. Treatment will
be only according to flow size. The priorities stored in the packets in simulations
which use MAE will be ignored. The only reason traffic in the different classes appears
to experience different performance, in the simulations, is due to random variation
from one simulation to the next.
We investigate the relative performance experienced by flows of different sizes. In this
chapter, the flow size, in the simulated network, will be identified by packet tagging.
These tags are not stored in the IP header, but are associated with each packet in
the simulation, only. Ns-3 provides this tagging mechanism in a very general form
for the collection of statistics (e.g. end-to-end latency), which would be difficult to
measure otherwise.
The flow-size tags used were introduced, in the ns-3 software, specifically for these
simulations. In a deployment in the Internet, tagging will not be used. To investigate
how a real system can achieve the same results without tags, experiments have been
conducted in which the flow-size tags are only retrospective, i.e. only the flow size up
to this point is used in the queue discipline. Also, the number of flow-size thresholds
has been reduced and only very large thresholds used. In this way we are able to
show that the queue discipline needs only the information about flows which are very
large which makes it much easier to carry out the necessary flow size measurements.
Software which efficiently measures flow-sizes from traffic traces, or from a sampled
live traffic trace, has been already developed (Albdair et al. 2016).
To understand the performance of the Defserv architecture, we compare simulations
where Defserv is in use with ones where Droptail is the queue discipline and we also
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Figure 5.3: The queue discipline of mice–and–elephants (MAE) algorithm.
compare simulations where Defserv is in use with ones where pFifoFast is used, to
model the performance of Diffserv.
5.6.1 Defserv vs. Droptail
The simulations described in this chapter can be viewed (and repeated) by visiting
the URLs shown in Table 5.1. Note: each time the simulations are run the results
will be different. The simulations shown here have all been repeated many times and
the results shown here show typical outcomes.
In this section we compare Defserv to the traditional Droptail queue discipline. Fig-
ures 5.4 and 5.5 show the effective throughput for each flow during a simulation, on
the y axis, vs the size of each flow, on the x axis. Each figure shows the results from
two different simulations: one in which the queue discipline at the congested link
was Droptail, and one in which the queue discipline was MAE. The two simulations
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Table 5.1: Simulation experiments
Name of experiment URL of the experiment The Figure
number
Effective throughput of Drop-
tail vs. MAE queue discipline
when the network is not over-
loaded.
https://netml.usq.edu.au/
netml4_63/index.jsp?netname=mae_
Droptail_traffic&location=Users
5.4
Effective throughput of Drop-
tail vs. MAE queue disci-
pline when the network is over-
loaded with long–burst stream.
https://netml.usq.edu.au/
netml4_63/index.jsp?errorMsg=In+
authenticate.jsp%2c+redirecting+
to+index.jsp%3a+you+should+now+
be+logged+in.&location=Users
5.5
The traffic of Defserv vs.
Droptail simulations.
https://netml.usq.edu.au/
netml4_63/index.jsp?netname=mae_
Droptail_traffic&location=Users
5.6
Defserv vs. Diffserv with not
overloaded network.
http://netml.usq.edu.au/netml4_
63/index.jsp?netname=mae_pfifo_
nolong1&location=Demo&userid=
albdair
5.7
Defserv vs. Diffserv with over-
loaded network.
http://netml.usq.edu.au/netml4_
63/index.jsp?netname=mae_pfifo_
long1&location=Demo&userid=
albdair
5.8
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were identical in all respects, except the queue discipline. In particular, both were
started with the same seed for the random number generator. The seed was ran-
domly chosen, but the same random choice used for any simulations whose results
were compared in the same graph. In these figures and Figures 5.8 and 5.7 as well,
every point (cross or square) is an individual flow and these flows have the Pareto
distributed lengths. Note that time is not relevant in these graphs: the results for
each flow have been gathered and sorted by flowsize in order that they can be plotted
meaningfully. Since the experience of each flow varies randomly, to make the trend
more clear, a mean-square regression has also been carried out, fitting a linear curve
to each set of flows, to show the overall trend. These lines can therefore be used
to compare the average performance experienced by flows when one queue discipline
is used to the average performance experienced when the other queue discipline is
used.
Figure 5.4 shows that the mice and elephants queue discipline can sometimes make
no difference– when the network is not congested. However, when the network is
overloaded, Figure 5.5, the mice and elephants queue discipline can have a dramatic
benefit for the performance of the all flows, by comparison with the Droptail queue
discipline.
In Figure 5.5 the effective throughput when Defserv is in use, as represented in red
colour, is greater by approximately 7 times, on average, than the throughput of
Droptail queue discipline which is represented in blue colour. This significant benefit
is obtained by the vast majority, about 90%, of small flows. Also, the variance of
MAE discipline case, Figure 5.5, is much smaller than the variance of Droptail.
Figure 5.6 shows the traffic of the two simulations together on the same graph so
that we can check that it is fairly similar. Although the simulations use random
numbers starting with the same seed value, because the events which occur in them
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Figure 5.4: Effective throughput of Droptail vs. mice–and–elephants queue discipline
when the network is not overloaded. (Simulation: DroptailVsDefservWithNoLong)
are not identical, it is not possible to ensure that the traffic is identical. Fortunately
the traffic is similar enough that this discrepancy of the traffic is unlikely to affect
the observed performance significantly.
5.6.2 Defserv vs. Diffserv
Differentiated services (DiffServ) is an architecture which aims to provide better
Quality of Service (QoS) and to allow certain classes of traffic to meet pre-specified
service constraints. Within the DiffServ architecture, traffic is classified at entry to
the network and then may be reclassified, within the network if the aggregate traffic
in this class is more than allocated for at certain points in the network. In each
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Figure 5.5: Effective throughput of Droptail vs. mice–and–elephants queue discipline
when the network is overloaded.
Figure 5.6: The traffic of Defserv vs. Droptail simulations.
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packet six DSCP bits in the IPv4 TOS octet, or in the IPv6 Traffic Class octet, are
used to contain the DSCP value. At each hop, packets receive special forwarding
treatment, which is called per-hop behavior, according to the value of their DSCP
at each network node.
The range of possible per-hop behaviours that can be implemented and used is un-
limited. Thus DiffServ cannot be treated as a feature which can be simply turned on
or off. However, a key design limitation is that DiffServ tags are assigned at entry
and are not dynamically set depending on traffic conditions (except for re-tagging
packets which are out-of spec). This limits what can be achieved by DiffServ.
DiffServ can include the combined effect of priority (i.e. packets of one DSCP value
are served ahead of packets with a different DSCP value), token bucket policing (so
that when traffic with a certain DSCP value exceeds a certain load its DSCP value
is changed), and selective early dropping (like RED), where packets are dropped if
their position in a buffer falls above a certain threshold.
The pFifoFast queue discipline used in the simulations in this chapter only imple-
ments the priority aspect of DiffServ. Figures 5.7 illustrates the effective throughput
of both MAE queue discipline and pFifoFast queue discipline for flows as a function
of flow size when the network is not overloaded. In this case, most flows experienced
good performance. Notice this is similar to the Defserv vs Droptail scenario in Figure
5.4.
Figure 5.8 shows the case when the network is overloaded and either MAE is used or
pFifoFast. In both cases, the traffic falls into three classes. When MAE is in use,
these classes are ignored, but when pFifoFast is used, Class 0 traffic is given priority
over Class 1, which is, in turn, given priority over Class 2. The effective throughput
of the three high priority classes of traffic is similar in the two queue disciplines,
but while the lowest class traffic also receives similar performance under MAE, under
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Figure 5.7: Defserv vs. Diffserv with not overloaded network.
pFifoFast, it experiences much worse performance.
Thus, under overload, although DiffServ is unable to deliver better performance for
the higher priority traffic classes, than MAE, it is able to deliver worse performance
for the lowest priority class.
5.7 Implications
The observations of Chapter 4 show that periodic occurrences of congestion caused
by large flows is a phenomenon which can be expected to occur repeatedly simply
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Figure 5.8: Defserv vs. Diffserv with overloaded network.
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because of the normal statistics of traffic. This means that periodic overloads of
varying severity will certainly occur because of the nature of traffic. These overloads
are not due to bad design, or bad traffic, they are just in the nature of real traffic.
These overloads will not be confined to any particular class of traffic. Consequently,
we should take in the account the way in which the queue disciplines in the routers
should be managed, i.e. a strategy which monitors traffic, identifies large flows (or
eigenflows), in a statistically sound way, and manages their impact, is essential, to
ensure stable performance, and to lower the impact of unusual traffic fluctuations.
Thus, a strategy of managing traffic based on statistical observation is needed to
produce better Quality of Services from social network behaviour understanding.
5.8 Summary of the chapter
The Defserv architecture accepts and works with the principal that for a good pro-
portion of the time, the current situation, in regard to the traffic which is present in
a network, will have a great influence on the performance experienced by users. As a
consequence, it is essential that the traffic management strategies dynamically adapt
rather than enforcing the same rules all the time. In this chapter a queue discipline
called Mice and Elephants (MAE) has been defined, and a QoS architecture called
Defserv, based on this queue discipline, has been tested using simulations using ns-3.
The Defserv architecture has been shown to have significant benefits.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
A Pareto principle was introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 to apply to every aspect of the
traffic which has been considered. The range of statistical characteristics considered
includes most, or at least many, of the possible ways in which social behaviour can
be inferred from traffic.
Most users contribute very few bytes, and most bytes are from a very small proportion
of users. This applies to sources, destinations, and O-D pairs in Chapter 3 and applies
to the eigenflow analysis of traffic matrices in Chapter 4. The degree to which this
is the case can be measured. It is the slope in the curves shown in Figures 3.2–3.4.
These parameters are characteristic of the underlying social network (without in any
way referencing any single individual or flow) which we can measure, and investigate.
To convey the quality of power law distributions we have frequently emphasised the
extreme values and this may give a false impression. It is not only the fact that a
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high proportion of bytes are accounted for by a small number of flows, while another
(different) high proportion of flows account for a very small proportion of bytes,
which is revealed in Figures 3.6–3.8. The power-law character applies across the full
range of flow sizes and this is likely to be important in order to be able to apply it
effectively.
The statistical analyses presented in Chapter 3, show that there are important char-
acteristics of the underlying social network which can be identified from traffic data.
Also, we see in Figures 3.14–3.17, a slightly different characterisation of social be-
haviour is revealed. These features measure the degree to which all communication
is mediated through a limited number of gatekeepers.
In Chapter 4 we discovered that the traffic has some meaningful features which,
potentially, play a vital role in changing the way we manage and control the networks
effectively. The most interesting phenomenon which has been discussed and analysed
in this chapter is the concept of an eigenflow. Singular value decomposition of several
different types of traffic matrices was used to identify eigenflows. We discovered that
there are a small number of very large eigenflows dominate the network at any one
time.
Three types of matrices are used in Chapter 4; mean, variance and covariance to
analyse four groups of data sets obtained from CAIDA. All the experiments of this
chapter illustrate the Pareto principle, which is that a small proportion of eigenflows
explains high proportion of the traffic. For example, there is 2.5 % from all eigenflows
of covariance traffic matrix, explains about 75 % of the traffic, in bytes2 , of covariance
matrix. This is true for all data-sets.
It has been suggested (Lakhina, Papagiannaki, Crovella, Diot, Kolaczyk & Taft
2004) that these eigenflows may reveal important features of network traffic. The
significance of the eigenflows, in Chapter 4, has been tested by comparison with traces
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from simulations in which traffic flows are all independent. Under this hypothesis we
found that the results are significantly different from the behaviour observed from
CAIDA traces. Also, the Pareto shape parameters (γ) have been estimated for all
the curves from the CAIDA data sets and the simulation results to show how heavily
the Pareto principle applies in each case.
Estimation of the underlying social network within the Internet has revealed critical
features which have a dramatic effect on its behaviour and in particular the perfor-
mance experienced by users. Traffic has a very pronounced Pareto characteristic,
which means that quite often there will be a relatively small number of large flows
which have a highly significant impact on other users.
In chapter 5 a queue discipline called Mice and Elephants (MAE) has been defined,
and a QoS architecture called Defserv, based on this queue discipline. The Defserv
architecture has been tested using simulations using ns-3. The benefits of DefServ
relative to Doptail and DiffServ are shown in Figures 5.4–5.8. Hundreds of simula-
tions have been carried out in the preparation of this chapter. The four simulations
presented here demonstrate that: (a) when there is no congestion, performance is
much the same under DiffServ, DefServ, and Droptail; and, when there is unusally
high traffic, which is an irregular, but normal occurrence, Defserv is able to main-
tain relatively good performance for all traffic classes, and all flow sizes, whereas
Droptail provides significantly worse performance for short flows. Other simulations
show that under overload, when DiffServ is used, the lowest priority class experiences
significantly worse performance, for all flow sizes. In all simulations, small flows ex-
perienced better performance when Defserv was used relative to when it was not.
The experimental results illustrate significant benefits from the use of Defserv in the
performance experienced by small flows, when a link is overloaded.
In Chapters 3 and 4, it was shown that traffic has a strongly Pareto character, and
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that this Pareto quality is exhibited in a multi-facted way. The activity of sources,
and of destinations, and of O-D pairs all independently show this Pareto quality as
illustrated in Figures 3.2 – 3.4. This implies by itself that the approach to traffic
management described in Chapter 5 is particularly attractive. In addition, it was
shown that when a spectral analysis of traffic is carried out features of the current
traffic at any time exhibit eigensources, eigendestinations, and eigenflows which also
have a Pareto quality in the sense that a very high proportion of the volume and
variation of traffic can be explained by a relatively small number of these sources,
destinations, and flows as shown in Figures 4.13–4.16, 4.25–4.28 and 4.37–4.40.
An advantage of these features is that, as statistical characteristics, they can’t be
disguised or hidden from view (without actually suppressing the communication ac-
tivity itself). Thus, if the MAE type of traffic management makes use of the spectral
analysis of traffic to guides its actions, it will be more robust, and will adapt to the
true needs of users more successfully.
The Footbal World Cup is an event, in the Internet, of global importance. The chief
executive of Optus Allen Lew said “on Wednesday the company ‘deeply regretted’
service had not been up to the standard expected and would allow SBS to broadcast
all games until the end of the group stage of the tournament” (Ansell 2018). Ac-
cording to the Pareto model of eigensources, the World Cup is not a one–off event
that we need to address by unique methods, but one among a whole series of large
events that we need to plan for, both the ones, like the World Cup, that can be
predicted, and those that cannot be predicted in advance. Such events are already
causing disruption in our Australian Internet and will continue to do so until the
Pareto character of whole-of-network traffic is understood.
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6.2 Future Work
The Pareto principle as it applies to a whole network implies that we should ex-
pect networks to experience a succession of network-wide events of larger and larger
sizes. This is a striking observation with important implications, which need to be
investigated.
In Chapter 3, we found that the frequency statistics of origin, destination and O-D
Pairs of the underlying social network from the Internet trace datasets obtained from
the (CAIDA) exhibits the Pareto principle. Also, this pattern has been observed, in
Chapter 4, in the behaviour of eigensources, eigendestinations and eigenflows. Hence,
in the future we need to answer these questions; will the same behaviour be observed
in different places, and at different times? can we use these characteristics to better
understand how to serve the needs of the communities using our networks?
A very strong Pareto behaviour signal has been detected in a great variety of ways.
The Pareto model implies, therefore, that extremely large traffic bursts are likely
to occur regularly. Indeed, recent user experience of network outages and service
disruptions suggests that such events are already with us. Network operators should,
therefore, incorporate traffic control strategies to manage these extreme traffic bursts.
Research into efficient, robust strategies, based on the traffic analysis methods and
algorithms developed in this project, needs to be undertaken.
Because of our knowledge of the underlying social network, it is clear that periodic
overloads are not a sign of bad design, but are a normal feature of Internet traffic.
Although we have spent considerable time comparing Defserv to DiffServ, it is also
possible to use both at once, or to view Defserv as new type of PHB which can be
deployed in routers. While DiffServ introduces the concept of differentiated treat-
ment of traffic based on the class of the target traffic, DefServ introduces the idea
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of differentiated treatment based on the current mix of dominant traffic streams,
and the volume and nature of these traffics. Investigation of the benefits of such an
integrated approach will be considered in future research.
Appendix A
Antraff
In this appendix we provide the central class in the Antraff software called ipbin.
The parameter of this template class is the object used to contain an address of
the objects under analysis. Thus, when statistics concerning sources are being anal-
ysed, the objects under analysis are sources, and the address of a source is an IP
address, so the ipbin class used is ipbin<u_int32_t>. Similarly, when statistics
concerning destinations are being compiled and analysed, the ipbin class used in
also ipbin<u_int32_t>. When statistics concerning O-D pairs are being compiled
and analysed, the ipbin class used is ipbin<pair<u_int32_t,u_int32_t>>>. In
order to carry out a similar analysis which differentiates different O-D pairs on
the basis of their DSCP code point value, the ipbin class used will need to be
ipbin<triple<u_int32_t,u_int32_t,u_int8_t>>>.
#ifndef IPBIN_H
#define IPBIN_H
#include <iostream>
#include <pcap.h>
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#include <map>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;
template <typename T> class ipbin;
template <typename P>
bool morefrequent (const ipbin<P>* bin, const ipbin<P>* otherbin) {
return (bin->last_used < ipbin<P>::pktcount - ipbin<P>::age_threshold
|| otherbin->last_used > ipbin<P>::pktcount - ipbin<P>::age_threshold
)↪→
&& (bin->bytes > otherbin->bytes) ;
}
template <typename P>
bool lessfrequent (const ipbin<P>* bin, const ipbin<P>* otherbin) {
return (bin->last_used < ipbin<P>::pktcount - ipbin<P>::age_threshold
|| otherbin->last_used > ipbin<P>::pktcount - ipbin<P>::age_threshold
)↪→
&& (bin->bytes < otherbin->bytes) ;
}
/** A heap for storing information (like total bytes) associated with an IP
address, or OD-pair.↪→
* Each bin, which is associated with either an IP address, or a pair of IP
addresses (or anything else),↪→
* contains the total bytes from, or to, this address, or between the pair of
addresses, together↪→
* with the last time it was used, and also a sequence number, which is the
order of this address or pair↪→
* after all pairs have been sorted (which is undertaken progressively)
*/
template <typename T>
class ipbin {
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private:
public:
//! The core bin is used to store parameters relevant to all ipbins
static ipbin<T> core;
// Here are the key structures for storing frequency statistics of ip
sources, destinations, and OD pairs↪→
//! A map in which ipbins for source statistics are stored
static map<T, ipbin<T> > ipsrcbins;
//! A map in which ipbins for destination statistics are stored
static map<T, ipbin<T> > ipdstbins;
//! A map in which ipbins for OD statistics are stored
static map<pair<T,T>, ipbin<pair<T,T> > > ODpairs;
static int comparison_interval; //!
// this map is where the ipbins are stored
// it also provides fast access to ipbins via their address#include
<complex.h>#include <complex.h>↪→
//! Vector of pointers to src ipbin pointers, used to sort ipbins in
order of frequency (traffic)↪→
static vector<ipbin<T>*> srcipbinpointers;
//! Vector of pointers to dst ipbin pointers, used to sort ipbins in
order of frequency (traffic)↪→
static vector<ipbin<T>*> dstipbinpointers;
//! Vector of pointers to OD-pair ipbin pointers, used to sort OD pair
ipbins in order of frequency (traffic)↪→
/// this vector of pointers to the ipbins in the map is used to form a
heap↪→
/// which provides fast access to the ipbin with the least frequently
used address↪→
static vector<ipbin<pair<u_int32_t,u_int32_t> >* > odpointers;
//! the target, actual, and maximum number of ipbins and pairs to use
static int nbins, numberIPs, maxNumberIPs, numberPairs, maxNumberPairs;
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static int pktcount; //< this counter is increased, from zero,
each time a pkt is read↪→
static int age_threshold; //< IP bins used more recently than this
are not discarded↪→
static int reuse_count; //< the number of IP bins re-used during
the whole analysis↪→
static bool heaping, srcheaping, dstheaping; //< whether the heap
is in operation yet; starts at false↪→
static bool print_bytes_only, precise_bytes, debug;
unsigned int getSeqno() { return seqnum; }
static ostream* comparison_file;
T address;
unsigned long bytes;
double bytes_squared;
unsigned int seqnum;
int last_used;
/// ipbin constructor: just initialize the members to zero
ipbin<T> () {
bytes = 0;
last_used = 0;
seqnum = 0;
}
static ipbin<T> get() { return core; }
static int getSrcIPSize() { return srcipbinpointers.size(); }
static int getDstIPSize() { return dstipbinpointers.size(); }
static int getODSize() { return odpointers.size(); }
static void init(int n) {
nbins = n;
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heaping = false;
pktcount = 0;
}
static void setComparisonInterval(double compint) {
comparison_interval = compint;
}
static int getComparisonInterval() {
return comparison_interval;
}
static void setComparisonFile(ostream* f) { comparison_file = f; }
static ostream* comparisonFile() { return comparison_file; }
void store_data(T addr, int pktnum) {
address = addr;
last_used = pktnum;
bytes = 0;
}
void store_data(u_int32_t srcadd, u_int32_t dstadd, int pktnum) ;
//! accumulate bytes associated with a certain bin (IP address or
OD-pair)↪→
void accumBytes(int packetlen) { bytes += packetlen; }
void storeLastUsed(int pktnum) {
last_used = pktnum;
}
static ipbin<T>* findbin(map<T, ipbin<T> >& ipbins, vector<ipbin<T>*>&
ipbinpointers, T addr,↪→
int pktnum, bool& heaping) {
pktcount = pktnum; // used by morefrequent
ipbin<T>* thebin;
if (ipbins.count(addr)>0) {
ipbin& abin = ipbins[addr];
abin.storeLastUsed(pktnum);
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return &abin;
} else if (heaping || ipbinpointers.size() > (maxNumberIPs-1)) {
if (!heaping && ipbinpointers.size() > (maxNumberIPs-1)) {
// we keep the number of bins down to nbins-1 because
IPaddress 0 is also used as an address↪→
// and we want the total number of addresses to be nbins
// cerr << "ipbins.size() = " << ipbins.size()
// << " and we are not heaping yet, so now we call
make_heap." << endl;↪→
make_heap(ipbinpointers.begin(), ipbinpointers.end(),
morefrequent<T>);↪→
heaping = true;
}
thebin = ipbinpointers.front();
pop_heap(ipbinpointers.begin(),ipbinpointers.end(),
morefrequent<T>);↪→
// ipbinpointers.push_back(thebin);
// thebin->print();
thebin->store_data(addr, pktnum);
// thebin->print();
push_heap(ipbinpointers.begin(),ipbinpointers.end(),
morefrequent<T>);↪→
reuse_count++;
return thebin;
} else {
thebin = &ipbins[addr];
ipbinpointers.insert(ipbinpointers.end(),thebin);
thebin->store_data(addr, pktnum);
thebin->seqnum = ipbins.size();
return thebin;
}
}
static ipbin<T>* findsrcbin(T addr, int pktnum, bool& heaping) {
return findbin(ipsrcbins, srcipbinpointers, addr, pktnum, heaping);
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}
static ipbin<T>* finddstbin(T addr, int pktnum, bool& heaping) {
return findbin(ipdstbins, dstipbinpointers, addr, pktnum, heaping);
}
ipbin<pair<u_int32_t,u_int32_t> >* findOD(u_int32_t srcadd, u_int32_t
dstadd, int pktnum) ;↪→
void printStatistics(map<T, ipbin<T> >& ipbins, vector<ipbin<T>*>
ipbinpointers, int num) {↪→
if (!print_bytes_only) {
cout << "Number of IPbins re-used: " << reuse_count << ";
Estimated distinct IP addresses: "↪→
<< ipbins.size() + reuse_count << "." << endl << endl;
if (precise_bytes) {
cout << "Address" ;
cout << "\t\t" << "bytes" << "\t" << "last_used" << endl;
} else {
cout << "Address" << "\t\t" << "Mbytes" << "\t" <<
"last_used" << endl;↪→
}
cout <<
"----------------------------------------------------------"
<< endl;
↪→
↪→
}
typename vector<ipbin<T>*> :: iterator it;
int k=0;
for (it = ipbinpointers.begin(); it!=ipbinpointers.end(); it++) {
if (num>0 && k>=num) break;
k++;
(*it)->print();
}
}
void printSrcStatistics(int num) {
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printStatistics(ipsrcbins, srcipbinpointers, num);
}
void printDstStatistics(int num) {
printStatistics(ipdstbins, dstipbinpointers, num);
}
void printODStatistics(int num);
void printNetml(int num);
void print() {
struct in_addr inadd;
if (print_bytes_only) {
cout << bytes << endl;
} else if (precise_bytes) {
inadd.s_addr = address;
cout << inet_ntoa(inadd) ;
if (false && debug) cout << "[" << seqnum << "]";
cout << "\t" << bytes << "\t" << last_used << endl;
} else {
inadd.s_addr = address;
cout << inet_ntoa(inadd);
if (false && debug) cout << "[" << seqnum << "]";
cout << "\t" << (bytes+500000)/1000000 << "\t" << last_used <<
endl;↪→
}
}
void printOD();
void printNetml(ofstream& netmlstream, int idnum);
};
template<typename T> ipbin<T> ipbin<T>::core;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::nbins;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::numberIPs;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::maxNumberIPs;
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template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::numberPairs;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::maxNumberPairs;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::pktcount;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::age_threshold = 1000;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::reuse_count = 0;
template<typename T> int ipbin<T>::comparison_interval = 100;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::print_bytes_only;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::debug;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::precise_bytes;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::heaping;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::srcheaping;
template<typename T> bool ipbin<T>::dstheaping;
template<typename T> map<T, ipbin<T> > ipbin<T>::ipsrcbins;
template<typename T> map<T, ipbin<T> > ipbin<T>::ipdstbins;
template<typename T> vector<ipbin<T>*> ipbin<T>::srcipbinpointers;
template<typename T> vector<ipbin<T>*> ipbin<T>::dstipbinpointers;
template<typename T> map<pair<T,T>, ipbin<pair<T,T> > > ipbin<T>::ODpairs;
template<typename T> vector<ipbin<pair<u_int32_t,u_int32_t> >* >
ipbin<T>::odpointers;↪→
template<typename T> ostream* ipbin<T>::comparison_file = NULL;
#endif
Listing 1: Header file for the class ipbin.
Appendix B
Experimental Procedure
The process of conducting the experiments of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is done
by using Antraff software (Addie R. G. 2018). In this appendix we explain, as an
example, the process of one of those experiments. The experiments of Subsection
3.5.2 are done, like all other experiments in this work, in the High Performance
Computing (HPC) facility of the University of Southern Queensland.
Two groups of data have been used in these experiments; the traffic traces obtained
from CAIDA and a data file which was generated by simulation. The first step is to
make a directory where the experiment will be conducted.
Listing 2 shows the commands for carrying out an experiment, and the resulting
output. The command rmake is the same as the standard Unix make command ex-
cept that it refers to a target in a makefile in a different directory from where the
command is issued, namely the Antraff makefile (See Appendix C). The rmake com-
mand in Listing 2 seeks to carry out all steps to make the target (allfrequencies.pdf)
according to the steps recorded, in the Antraff makefile. The next step, after creating
a directory and switching into it, is that we set some environmental variables which
define the free parameters of this experiment. These settings are stored in a file
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(called al), which documents the settings for this particular experiment and makes
it easy to re-run the experiment.
The third and last step is to use rmake to undertake all the processes required to
generate a specific target. The script rmake, which is documented in (Addie R. G.
2018), makes a target, as specified in the standard makefile (see Appendix C), but
does so in the directory where this experiment is being conducted. The waiting time
depends on the nature of the experiment; the SVD calculation of the three matrices,
for example, takes 4− 6 hours to produce the required plots.
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.
[u1042098@hpc-login-prd-t1 14c]$ export
DATAFILE=/home/antraff/data/2014/chicago↪→
[u1042098@hpc-login-prd-t1 14c]$ rmake allfrequencies.pdf
$WORKDIR = /home/u1042098/bytes/allfreq/14c/
$DATAFILE = /home/antraff/data/2014/chicago
$DATADIR = /home/antraff/data
$REPORTFILE = report.dat
/home/antraff/antraff/antraff -d /home/antraff/data/2014/chicago -n0
-x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o > bytes.dat↪→
Antraff: analyse IP traffic.
overwrite bytes.dat sort -rn bytes.dat
/home/antraff/antraff/antraff -d /home/antraff/data/2014/chicago -n0
-x4000000 -b4000000 -G -o > destbytes.dat↪→
Antraff: analyse IP traffic.
overwrite destbytes.dat sort -rn destbytes.dat
/home/antraff/antraff/antraff -d /home/antraff/data/2014/chicago -n0
-A500000 -x5000000 -b5000000 -P -o > odbytes.dat↪→
Antraff: analyse IP traffic.
overwrite odbytes.dat sort -rn odbytes.dat
/home/antraff/antraff/generategnuallfrequencies
`/home/antraff/antraff/linecountless1 bytes.dat`
`/home/antraff/antraff/linecountless1 destbytes.dat`
`/home/antraff/antraff/linecountless1 odbytes.dat`
↪→
↪→
↪→
gnuplot allfrequencies.gnu
ps2pdf14 allfrequencies.ps
[u1042098@hpc-login-prd-t1 14c]$ ls
allfrequencies.gnu bytes.dat data_var.log rmake.rep
allfrequencies.pdf data_cov.log destbytes.dat
allfrequencies.ps data_mean.log odbytes.dat
[u1042098@hpc-login-prd-t1 14c]$
Listing 2: An example experiment
Appendix C
Makefile
This Appendix provides a listing of the Antraff software makefile This file includes
instruction for how to make many Antraff targets. All the listed targets in makefile
can be made by entering the command make target in the directory where the
Antraff source code is located. Using make in this way only would force all work to
have to occur in one directory, which would make experiments difficult to manage.
For this reason, a script, rmake, has been developed which allows targets in the
Antraff makefile to be made in other directories also.
SUFFIXES = .dvi .tex .bbl .ind .aux .oldaux .html .ps .m .eps .pdf .bsh .c .pl
.java .class .glo .gls .idx .glo .gls .dia .xml .pcap .meandat .covdat
.vardat .dat .edat .epdf .fdat .fpdf .gdat .gpdf .hdat .hpdf .jdat .jpdf
.pcapdir .odat .opdf .xvardat .xcovdat .png
↪→
↪→
↪→
MATRIX_ROWS = 10000
SVDLIB = -lalglib
SVDOFILE =
REPORTFILE =
include localmakefile
WORDKIR =
SHELL=/bin/bash
# LIBS= -L libpcap/libpcap-1.7.4
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LIBS=
# under Windows, comment out the 3 lines above and uncomment the 3 lines below
# GCPP = g++ -D USE_NR_SVD -D MATRIX_ROWS=£(MATRIX_ROWS)
# SVDLIB =
# SVDOFILE = svd.o
########## All instructions for the C++ code go below here
#####################################↪→
SUBDIRS = manual
all: antraff
antraff: antraff.o pcap_read_cov.o pcap_read_mean.o pcap_read_var.o
pcap_read_freq.o pcap_merge_freq.o pstreams.o pcap_read_spectrum.o ipbin.h
find_important_ips.o defs.h $(SVDOFILE) read_and_analyse.o
read_and_analyse_freq.o read_and_analyse_spectrum.o extract_eflows.o
pcap_read_extract.o accum_mean_to_C.o accum_var_to_C.o accum_cov_to_C.o
gatekeeper.h gatekeeper.o meanscan.o varscan.o covscan.o makefile meanscan.h
varscan.h covscan.h ipbin.o read_pcap.o scan.o Spectrum.o read_and_print.o
pcap_read_print.o pcap_merge_print.o read_and_count.o pcap_read_count.o
stream_pcap.o
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
$(GCPP) -g -o antraff $(LIBS) antraff.o ipbin.h pcap_read_cov.o
pcap_read_mean.o pcap_read_var.o pcap_read_freq.o pcap_merge_freq.o
pstreams.o pcap_read_spectrum.o find_important_ips.o
read_and_analyse.o read_and_analyse_freq.o
read_and_analyse_spectrum.o extract_eflows.o pcap_read_extract.o
accum_mean_to_C.o accum_var_to_C.o accum_cov_to_C.o gatekeeper.o
meanscan.o varscan.o covscan.o ipbin.o read_pcap.o scan.o Spectrum.o
read_and_print.o pcap_read_print.o pcap_merge_print.o
read_and_count.o pcap_read_count.o stream_pcap.o $(SVDOFILE) -lc
-lpcap $(SVDLIB)
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
antraff.o: antraff.cc defs.h ipbin.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c antraff.cc
ipbin.o: ipbin.cc defs.h ipbin.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c ipbin.cc
read_pcap.o: read_pcap.cc defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_pcap.cc
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accum_mean_to_C.o: accum_mean_to_C.cc meanscan.h ipbin.h
$(GCPP) -g -c accum_mean_to_C.cc
gatekeeper.o: gatekeeper.cc
$(GCPP) -g -c gatekeeper.cc
meanscan.o: meanscan.cc meanscan.h
$(GCPP) -g -c meanscan.cc
varscan.o: varscan.cc varscan.h
$(GCPP) -g -c varscan.cc
scan.o: scan.cc scan.h
$(GCPP) -g -c scan.cc
covscan.o: covscan.cc covscan.h
$(GCPP) -g -c covscan.cc
accum_var_to_C.o: accum_var_to_C.cc varscan.h ipbin.h
$(GCPP) -g -c accum_var_to_C.cc
accum_cov_to_C.o: accum_cov_to_C.cc covscan.h ipbin.h
$(GCPP) -g -c accum_cov_to_C.cc
svd.o: svd.cc makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c svd.cc
kmeans.o: kmeans.c
gcc -g -c kmeans.c
read_and_analyse.o: read_and_analyse.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_and_analyse.cc
read_and_count.o: read_and_count.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_and_count.cc
pcap_read_count.o: pcap_read_count.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_count.cc
stream_pcap.o: stream_pcap.cc defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c stream_pcap.cc
read_and_analyse_freq.o: read_and_analyse_freq.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_and_analyse_freq.cc
read_and_analyse_spectrum.o: read_and_analyse_spectrum.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_and_analyse_spectrum.cc
extract_eflows.o: extract_eflows.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c extract_eflows.cc
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find_important_ips.o: find_important_ips.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c find_important_ips.cc
pcap_read_cov.o: pcap_read_cov.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile covscan.h
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_cov.cc
pcap_read_extract.o: pcap_read_extract.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile meanscan.h
varscan.h covscan.h↪→
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_extract.cc
pcap_read_mean.o: pcap_read_mean.cc ipbin.h defs.h accum_mean_to_C.o makefile
meanscan.h↪→
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_mean.cc
pcap_read_var.o: pcap_read_var.cc ipbin.h accum_var_to_C.o defs.h makefile
varscan.h↪→
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_var.cc
pcap_read_freq.o: pcap_read_freq.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_freq.cc
pcap_merge_freq.o: pcap_merge_freq.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_merge_freq.cc
pstreams.o: pstreams.cc pstreams.h
$(GCPP) -g -c pstreams.cc
pcap_read_spectrum.o: pcap_read_spectrum.cc ipbin.h defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_spectrum.cc
read_and_print.o: read_and_print.cc defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c read_and_print.cc
pcap_merge_print.o: pcap_merge_print.cc defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_merge_print.cc
pcap_read_print.o: pcap_read_print.cc defs.h makefile
$(GCPP) -g -c pcap_read_print.cc
IPAddresses: IPAddresses.o
$(GCPP) -g -o IPAddresses IPAddresses.o -lc -lpcap
offlinepcap: offlinepcap.o
$(GCPP) -g -o offlinepcap offlinepcap.o -lc -lpcap
readpcap: readpcap.o
$(GCPP) -g -o readpcap readpcap.o -lc
Spectrum.o: Spectrum.cc Spectrum.h
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$(GCPP) -g -c Spectrum.cc
rpcap1: rpcap.o
$(GCPP) -g -o rpcap rpcap.o -lc -lpcap
rpcap: rpcap.cc
$(GCPP) -g -o rpcap rpcap.o -lc -lpcap
clean:
rm *.o antraff
install: antraff makefile
cp rmake antraff overwrite /home/antraff/bin
########## All instructions for the C++ code go above here
#####################################↪→
########## Instructions for carrying out tests go here #######################
testspectrum: makefile antraff
./antraff -S 0.001,1000,7,10000000000 -r spectrum -x 1000000 -b 10 -A 10
-n 10↪→
########## Instructions for generating data and associated plots go below here
#######################↪→
########## Instructions for generating data for plotting go below here
#######################↪→
bytes.dat: $(DATAFILE)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o > bytes.dat
overwrite bytes.dat sort -rn bytes.dat
bytes.datM: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d bytes.datM ] ;\
then mkdir bytes.datM ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o >
bytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
overwrite bytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} sort -rn
bytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
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done
splitbytes.dat: $(DATAFILE)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o -t >
splitbytes.dat↪→
overwrite bytes.dat sort -rn bytes.dat
destbytes.dat:
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -G -o > destbytes.dat
overwrite destbytes.dat sort -rn destbytes.dat
destbytes.datM: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d destbytes.datM ] ;\
then mkdir destbytes.datM ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o >
destbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
overwrite destbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} sort -rn
destbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
done
odbytes.dat:
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -A500000 -x5000000 -b5000000 -P -o >
odbytes.dat↪→
overwrite odbytes.dat sort -rn odbytes.dat
odbytes.datM: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d odbytes.datM ] ;\
then mkdir odbytes.datM ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o >
odbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
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overwrite odbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} sort -rn
odbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
done
revpropbytes.dat: bytes.dat
tac bytes.dat > reversebytes.dat ;\
awk -v totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk bytes.dat` -f
$(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk reversebytes.dat > propbytes.dat ;\↪→
tac propbytes.dat > revpropbytes.dat
revpropbytes.datM: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d revpropbytes.datM ] ;\
then mkdir revpropbytes.datM ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o >
revpropbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
overwrite revpropbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} sort -rn
revpropbytes.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
done
propbytes.dat: bytes.dat
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk bytes.dat` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk bytes.dat >
propbytes.dat↪→
propbytes.datM: $(DATADIR) bytes.datM
mkdir propbytes.datM ;\
for f in bytes.datM/*.dat ;\
do g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk $$f` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk $$f >
propbytes.datM/$${g/.dat/.pdat} ;\↪→
done
propdestbytes.dat: destbytes.dat
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totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk destbytes.dat` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk destbytes.dat >
propdestbytes.dat↪→
propdestbytes.datM: $(DATADIR) destbytes.datM
mkdir propdestbytes.datM ;\
for f in destbytes.datM/*.dat ;\
do g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk $$f` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk $$f >
propdestbytes.datM/$${g/.dat/.pdat} ;\↪→
done
propodbytes.dat: odbytes.dat
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk odbytes.dat` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk odbytes.dat >
propodbytes.dat↪→
propodbytes.datM: $(DATADIR) odbytes.datM
mkdir propodbytes.datM ;\
for f in odbytes.datM/*.dat ;\
do g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes.awk $$f` ;\
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum.awk $$f >
propodbytes.datM/$${g/.dat/.pdat} ;\↪→
done
community.dat:
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -x10000000 -b10000000 -A 10000000 -U
community.dat↪→
community.datM: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d community.datM ] ;\
then mkdir community.datM ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
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echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -n0 -x4000000 -b4000000 -F -o >
community.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
overwrite community.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} sort -rn
community.datM/$${g/.pcap/.dat} ;\↪→
done
########## Instructions for generating data for plotting go above here
#######################↪→
########## Instructions for plotting from the data go below here
#######################↪→
bytes.pdf: bytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)genfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc bytes.dat | awk "{print $$1}"`
gnuplot freqplot.gnu
ps2pdf bytes.ps bytes.pdf
bytesM.pdf: bytes.datM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)genfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot freqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf bytesM.ps bytesM.pdf
splitbytes.pdf: splitbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gensplitfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc splitbytes.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"` `awk -f wordcount.awk splitbytes.dat`↪→
gnuplot fsplitreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf splitbytes.ps splitbytes.pdf
bytes.png: bytes.pdf
destbytes.pdf: destbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gendestfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc destbytes.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"`↪→
gnuplot destfreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf destbytes.ps destbytes.pdf
destbytesM.pdf: destbytes.datM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gendestfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot destfreqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf destbytesM.ps destbytesM.pdf
destbytes.png: destbytes.pdf
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destplot: destbytes.pdf
evince destbytes.pdf &
odbytes.pdf: odbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)genodfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc odbytes.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"`↪→
gnuplot odfreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf odbytes.ps odbytes.pdf
odbytesM.pdf: odbytes.datM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)genodfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot odfreqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf odbytesM.ps odbytesM.pdf
odbytes.png: odbytes.pdf
cumbytes.pdf: propbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc bytes.dat | awk "{print $$1}"`
gnuplot cumfreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf cumbytes.ps cumbytes.pdf
cumbytesM.pdf: propbytes.datM $(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumfreqplotM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot cumfreqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf cumbytesM.ps cumbytesM.pdf
cumbytes.png: propbytes.pdf
cumdestbytes.pdf: propdestbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumfreqdestplot $(WORKDIR) `wc destbytes.dat | awk
"{print $$1}"`↪→
gnuplot cumfreqdestplot.gnu
ps2pdf cumdestbytes.ps cumdestbytes.pdf
cumdestbytesM.pdf: propdestbytes.datM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumdestfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot cumdestfreqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf cumdestbytesM.ps cumdestbytesM.pdf
cumdestbytes.png: cumdestbytes.pdf
cumodbytes.pdf: propodbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumodfreqplot $(WORKDIR) `wc odbytes.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"`↪→
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gnuplot cumodfreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf cumodbytes.ps cumodbytes.pdf
cumodbytesM.pdf: propodbytes.datM $(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumodfreqplotM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumodfreqplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot cumodfreqplotM.gnu
ps2pdf cumodbytesM.ps cumodbytesM.pdf
cumodbytes.png: cumodbytes.pdf
communityplot.pdf: community.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencommunityplot $(WORKDIR) `wc community.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"`↪→
gnuplot communityplot.gnu
ps2pdf communityplot.ps communityplot.pdf
communityplotM.pdf: communityplot.datM
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencommunityplotM $(WORKDIR)
gnuplot communityplotM.gnu
ps2pdf communityplotM.ps communityplotM.pdf
communityplot.png: communityplot.pdf
convert communityplot.pdf communityplot.png
########## Instructions for plotting from the data go above here
#######################↪→
# Here are the plot targets, ie these cause a plot to be displayed
plot: bytes.pdf
evince bytes.pdf &
odplot: odbytes.pdf
evince odbytes.pdf &
cumplot: cumbytes.pdf
evince cumbytes.pdf &
cumdestplot: cumdestbytes.pdf
evince cumdestbytes.pdf &
cumodplot: cumodbytes.pdf
evince cumodbytes.pdf &
plots: caida.pdf caida1.pdf pcapdata.pdf
cumeigenplot: cumeigenbytes.pdf
evince cumeigenbytes.pdf &
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eigenplot: eigenplot.pdf
evince eigenplot.pdf &
communityplot: communityplot.pdf
evince communityplot.pdf &
###############################################################################################
eigenbytes.dat: $(DATAFILE)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATAFILE) -n0 -x400000 -b4000 -A 4000 -r eigenbytes.dat
# overwrite eigenbytes.dat sort -rn bytes.dat
propeigenbytes.dat: eigenbytes.dat
totalbytes=`awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)totalbytes_of_fifth.awk eigenbytes.dat`
;\↪→
awk -v totalbytes=$$totalbytes -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_fifth.awk
eigenbytes.dat > propeigenbytes.dat↪→
cumeigenbytes.pdf: propeigenbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)gencumeigenfreqplot `wc eigenbytes.dat | awk "{print $$5}"`
gnuplot cumeigenfreqplot.gnu
ps2pdf cumeigenbytes.ps cumeigenbytes.pdf
eigenplot.pdf: eigenbytes.dat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)geneigenplot $(WORKDIR) `wc eigenbytes.dat | awk "{print
$$1}"`↪→
gnuplot eigenplot.gnu
ps2pdf eigenplot.ps eigenplot.pdf
caida.pdf: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap caida.meandat caida.covdat caida.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnu $(WORKDIR) $(DATADIR)caida 1000
gnuplot caida.gnu
ps2pdf14 caida.ps
caida.xcovdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -z2 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r $*.xcovdat
caida.xvardat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -z2 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.xvardat
caidaX.pdf: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap caida.xcovdat caida.xvardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnuX $(DATADIR) caida 1000
gnuplot caida.xgnu
ps2pdf14 caidaX.ps
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caida.meandat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x100000 -i0.1 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.meandat
caida.covdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r $*.covdat
caida.vardat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.vardat
caida1.pdf: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap caida1.meandat caida1.vardat caida1.covdat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnu $(DATADIR) caida1 1000
gnuplot caida1.gnu
ps2pdf14 caida1.ps
caida1.meandat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x100000 -i0.1 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.meandat
caida1.covdat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r $*.covdat
caida1.vardat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.vardat
svd.meandat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x1000000 -i0.05 -b4000 -s10 -r svd.meandat
svd.covdat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r svd.covdat
svd.vardat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r svd.vardat
svd005.meandat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x1000000 -i0.005 -b4000 -s10 -r svd005.meandat
svd005.covdat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.005 -b0 -s10 -r
svd005.covdat↪→
svd005.vardat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.005 -r
svd005.vardat↪→
svdvarsamp.meandat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x1000000 -i $(SAMPLING_INTERVAL) -b4000 -s10 -r
svdvarsamp.meandat↪→
svdvarsamp.covdat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
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$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -i $(SAMPLING_INTERVAL) -b0
-s10 -r svdvarsamp.covdat↪→
svdvarsamp.vardat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i $(SAMPLING_INTERVAL)
-r svdvarsamp.vardat↪→
svdn.covdat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r svdn.covdat
svdn.vardat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r svdn.vardat
svdcum.meandat: svd.meandat
tail -n +2 svd.meandat | tac > svdrev.meandat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_mean_eigenvalues.awk svdrev.meandat | tac >
svdcum.meandat↪→
svdcum.vardat: svd.vardat
tail -n +2 svd.vardat | tac > svdrev.vardat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_var_eigenvalues.awk svdrev.vardat | tac >
svdcum.vardat↪→
svdcum.covdat: svd.covdat
tail -n +2 svd.covdat | tac > svdrev.covdat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_cov_eigenvalues.awk svdrev.covdat | tac >
svdcum.covdat↪→
svdcumvarsamp.meandat: svdvarsamp.meandat
tail -n +2 svdvarsamp.meandat | tac > svdvarsamprev.meandat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_mean_eigenvalues.awk svdvarsamprev.meandat |
tac > svdcumvarsamp.meandat↪→
svdcumvarsamp.vardat: svdvarsamp.vardat
tail -n +2 svdvarsamp.vardat | tac > svdvarsamprev.vardat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_var_eigenvalues.awk svdvarsamprev.vardat | tac
> svdcumvarsamp.vardat↪→
svdcumvarsamp.covdat: svdvarsamp.covdat
tail -n +2 svdvarsamp.covdat | tac > svdvarsamprev.covdat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_cov_eigenvalues.awk svdvarsamprev.covdat | tac
> svdcumvarsamp.covdat↪→
svdcum005.meandat: svd005.meandat
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tail -n +2 svd005.meandat | tac > svdrev005.meandat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_mean_eigenvalues.awk svdrev005.meandat | tac >
svdcum005.meandat↪→
svdcum005.vardat: svd005.vardat
tail -n +2 svd005.vardat | tac > svdrev005.vardat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_var_eigenvalues.awk svdrev005.vardat | tac >
svdcum005.vardat↪→
svdcum005.covdat: svd005.covdat
tail -n +2 svd005.covdat | tac > svdrev005.covdat
awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)accum_cov_eigenvalues.awk svdrev005.covdat | tac >
svdcum005.covdat↪→
svd.xcovdat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r svd.xcovdat
svd.xvardat: $(DATAFILE) $(ANTRAFF)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r svd.xvardat
svd.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svd.meandat svd.covdat svd.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvd $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE)
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd.meandat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd.vardat` `$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1
svd.covdat`
↪→
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svd.gnu
ps2pdf14 svd.ps
svd005.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svd005.meandat svd005.covdat svd005.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvd005 $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE)
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd005.meandat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd005.vardat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd005.covdat`
↪→
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svd005.gnu
ps2pdf14 svd005.ps
svdvarsamp.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdvarsamp.meandat svdvarsamp.covdat
svdvarsamp.vardat↪→
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$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdvarsamp $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE)
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svdvarsamp.meandat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svdvarsamp.vardat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svdvarsamp.covdat`
↪→
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svdvarsamp.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdvarsamp.ps
svdn.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svd.meandat svdn.covdat svdn.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdn $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE)
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svd.meandat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svdn.vardat`
`$(ANTRAFFDIR)linecountless1 svdn.covdat`
↪→
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svdn.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdn.ps
svdcum.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcum.meandat svdcum.covdat svdcum.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcum $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE) 1000
gnuplot svdcum.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcum.ps
svdcumproportion.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcum.meandat svdcum.covdat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcumproportion `awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol7.awk
svdcum.meandat` `awk -f $(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol6.awk svdcum.covdat`↪→
gnuplot svdcumproportion.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcumproportion.ps
svdcumvarsamp.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcumvarsamp.meandat svdcumvarsamp.covdat
svdcumvarsamp.vardat↪→
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcumvarsamp $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE) 1000
gnuplot svdcumvarsamp.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcumvarsamp.ps
svdcumproportionvarsamp.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcumvarsamp.meandat
svdcumvarsamp.covdat↪→
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcumproportionvarsamp `awk -f
$(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol7.awk svdcumvarsamp.meandat` `awk -f
$(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol6.awk svdcumvarsamp.covdat`
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svdcumproportionvarsamp.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcumproportionvarsamp.ps
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svdcum005.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcum005.meandat svdcum005.covdat svdcum005.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcum005 $(WORKDIR) $(DATAFILE) 1000
gnuplot svdcum005.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcum005.ps
svdcumproportion005.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svdcum005.meandat svdcum005.covdat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnusvdcumproportion005 `awk -f
$(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol7.awk svdcum005.meandat` `awk -f
$(ANTRAFFDIR)maxcol6.awk svdcum005.covdat`
↪→
↪→
gnuplot svdcumproportion005.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdcumproportion005.ps
svdX.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svd.xcovdat svd.xvardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnuXsvd $(DATAFILE) 1000
gnuplot svdx.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdX.ps
pcapdata.pdf: pcapdata.meandat pcapdata.covdat pcapdata.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnu $(DATADIR) $* 1000
gnuplot $*.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*.ps
pcapdata.meandat: $(DATADIR)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.meandat
pcapdata.vardat: $(DATADIR)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.vardat
pcapdata.covdat: $(DATADIR)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.covdat
# generate eigenflow plots with three eigenflows of each type, starting with the
top eigenflow (0-th)↪→
eigenflowplotE: caida1.epdf caida.epdf
evince pcapdata.pcapdir/caida1.epdf pcapdata.pcapdir/caida.epdf &
caida.epdf: caida.edat
caida1.epdf: caida1.edat
caida1.edat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
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$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.edat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b800 -x4000000
-a10↪→
caida.edat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.edat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b800 -x4000000
-a10↪→
caida1.fdat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.fdat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0 -b300 -x1024
-a40↪→
caida1.fpdf: caida1.edat
caida1.gdat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATADIR)$< -f $*.gdat -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0
-b300 -x1024 -a40↪→
caida1.gpdf: caida1.edat
caida1.hdat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.hdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
caida1.hpdf: caida1.edat
eigenflowplot: svd.epdf
evince svd.epdf &
svd.epdf: svd.edat
svd.edat: $(DATAFILE)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.edat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b800 -x4000000
-a10↪→
.pcap.edat: $*.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.edat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b800 -x4000000
-a10↪→
.edat.epdf: geneigenplot_gnu $<
./geneigenplot_gnu $*
gnuplot $*E.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*E.ps $*.epdf
caida.odat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
caida1.odat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
.pcap.odat: $*.pcap
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$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.odat -A1000 -C 1 -z2 -E0.1 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b0
-x4000000 -a40↪→
.odat.opdf: $<
$(ANTRAFFDIR)geneigenodplot_gnu $*
gnuplot $*O.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*O.ps $*.opdf
svd.odat: $(DATAFILE)
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f svd.odat -A1000 -C 1 -z2 -E0.1 -i 0.05 -n 0 -b0
-x4000000 -a40↪→
svdO.pdf: $(DATAFILE) svd.odat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)geneigenodplot_gnu svd
gnuplot svdO.gnu
ps2pdf14 svdO.ps svdO.pdf
# generate eigenflow plots with three eigenflows of each type, starting with the
second-top eigenflow (1-st)↪→
eigenflowplotF: caida1.fpdf caida.fpdf
evince caida1.fpdf caida.fpdf &
caida.fpdf: caida.fdat
caida1.fpdf: caida1.fdat
caida.fdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.fdat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0 -b300 -x1024
-a40↪→
.pcap.fdat: $*.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.fdat -M 3 -W 3 -C 3 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0 -b300 -x1024
-a40↪→
.fdat.fpdf: $<
./geneigenplot_gnuF $*
gnuplot $*F.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*F.ps $*.fpdf
# generate eigenflow plots with one eigenflow of each type, starting with the
second-top eigenflow (1-st)↪→
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eigenflowplotG: caida1.gpdf caida.gpdf
evince caida1.gpdf caida.gpdf &
caida.gpdf: caida.gdat
caida1.gpdf: caida1.gdat
caida.gdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATADIR)$< -f $*.gdat -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0
-b300 -x1024 -a40↪→
.pcap.gdat: $(DATADIR)$*.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $(DATADIR)$< -f $*.gdat -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 1 -i 0.01 -n 0
-b300 -x1024 -a40↪→
.gdat.gpdf: $<
./geneigenplot_gnuG $*
gnuplot $*G.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*G.ps $*.gpdf
# generate eigenflow plots with one eigenflow of each type, starting with the
sixth-top eigenflow (6-th)↪→
eigenflowplotH: caida1.hpdf caida.hpdf
evince caida1.hpdf caida.hpdf &
caida.hpdf: caida.hdat
caida1.hpdf: caida1.hdat
caida.hdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.hdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
.pcap.hdat:
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.hdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
.hdat.hpdf: $<
./geneigenplot_gnuH $*
gnuplot $*H.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*H.ps $*H.hpdf
# generate eigenflow plots with one eigenflow of each type, starting with the
sixth-top eigenflow (6-th)↪→
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eigenflowplotJ: caida1.jpdf caida.jpdf
evince caida1.jpdf caida.jpdf &
caida.jpdf: caida.jdat
caida1.jpdf: caida1.jdat
caida.jdat: $(DATADIR)caida.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.jdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
caida1.jdat: $(DATADIR)caida1.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.jdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
.pcap.jdat: $*.pcap
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -f $*.jdat -A 300 -M 1 -W 1 -C 1 -u 6 -i 0.01 -n 1000000
-b300 -x1024 -a20↪→
.jdat.jpdf: $<
./geneigenplot_gnuJ $*
gnuplot $*J.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*J.ps $*.jpdf
########## Instructions for generating data and associated plots go above here
#######################↪→
########## Generation of Netml files from pcap files
#################################################↪→
netml: $(DATADIR)
for f in $(DATADIR)/*.pcap ;\
do if [ ! -d netml ] ;\
then mkdir netml ;\
fi ;\
g=$${f##*/} ;\
echo "f = $$f, g = $$g" ;\
$(ANTRAFF) -d $$f -N netml/$${g/.pcap/.xml} -n0 -A 30 -x500000 ;\
done
########## Generation of Netml files from pcap files above here
######################################↪→
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########## Instructions for generating one type of file from another go below
here ###################↪→
.pcap.pdf: $*.meandat $*.covdat $*.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnu $(DATADIR) $* 1000
gnuplot $*.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*.ps
.pcapdir.pdf: $*.meandat $*.covdat $*.vardat
$(ANTRAFFDIR)generategnu $(DATADIR) $* 1000
gnuplot $*.gnu
ps2pdf14 $*.ps
.pcap.meandat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.meandat
.pcap.vardat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x400000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.05 -r $*.vardat
.pcap.covdat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r $*.covdat
.pcap.xvardat: $< antraff
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -s10 -b4000 -i0.05 -r $*.xvardat
.pcap.xcovdat: $< antraff
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -z2 -n 0 -x400000 -i0.05 -b0 -s10 -r $*.xcovdat
.pcapdir.meandat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -T -n 0 -x100000 -i0.1 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.meandat
.pcapdir.vardat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -V -n 0 -x100000 -b4000 -s10 -i0.1 -r $*.vardat
.pcapdir.covdat: $<
$(ANTRAFF) -d $< -A 4000 -n 0 -x100000 -i0.1 -b4000 -s10 -r $*.covdat
.png.pdf: $<
convert $< $*.png
########## Instructions for generating one type of file from another go above
here ###################↪→
# not sure where this comment should be
# the following three lines should be repeated for each pcap file to be analysed
Listing 3: Makefile for the antraff package.
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